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Sa’ada, Yemen (April 2017): A group of children play football against the back-
drop of destroyed houses. The northern governorate has experienced several 
episodes of violence since 2006, leaving behind immense destruction.
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FOREWORD

Fighting in urban areas has become a feature of modern conflict and, as the 
proportion of the world’s population living in towns and cities grows, so the 
prevalence of urban warfare will only increase. Fighting in urban areas is, by 
some margin, the most dangerous form of warfare in terms of civilian harm – 
from death and injury, to its impact on homes and infrastructure, livelihoods 
and education. And for military forces, combat in urban areas is arguably the 
most challenging type of operation, with the terrain and proximity to civil-
ians placing significant demands upon command and control in particular. 
Some military commanders have even argued that urban operations are those  
for which militaries are least well-prepared in terms of doctrine, training, 
weapons and equipment design. This combination of prevalence, civilian 
harm, challenging operations and shortcomings in preparation make urban 
warfare a particular concern to all. 

It is with these considerations in mind that the ICRC has made its urban war-
fare strategy an institutional priority, with the overall goal of reducing civil-
ian harm. This handbook is one element of that strategy. It is the product of 
detailed research involving military officers from around the world – both 
serving and retired – who shared their experiences of conducting urban war-
fare. It is intended to highlight military practices that could lead to a reduction 
in civilian harm. Critically, it is written specifically for military audiences: for 
officers in operational or training appointments and, in particular, for those 
who have a role in urban warfare.

We hope that this handbook will prompt discussion among military officers 
and with representatives of the ICRC, who can provide further insights into 
the critical and challenging humanitarian aspects of urban warfare. Indeed, we 
strongly encourage this kind of debate. If, as a military officer, you would like 
to learn more about or discuss the topics raised in this publication, please get 
in touch with your nearest delegation or with ICRC HQ in Geneva. 

Robert Mardini
ICRC Director-General
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MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

DOCTRINE
Urban warfare doctrine should highlight protection 
of civilians (PoC) as a key element of urban oper-
ations, weighted alongside mission accomplish-
ment and force protection (FP) within the limits of 
the law of armed conflict (LOAC). It should:
• clearly articulate, from strategic to tactical level, 

the priority given to protecting civilians across  
the range of likely operations 

• integrate the LOAC and remind commanders  
at all levels of their obligations to ensure  
they own the issue of PoC

• identify options to conduct operations in urban 
areas in a manner that best protects civilians  
and civilian infrastructure, across a spectrum  
from “avoid” to “mitigate” 

• highlight the importance of understanding  
local cultural norms and values at all levels  
of command, and of conducting operations  
that respect these norms and values

• underscore the importance of understanding  
the urban fabric and of training, planning  
and conducting operations accordingly

• highlight how, in partnered operations, PoC  
should be a key aspect of both parties’ conduct  
of operations.

TRAINING
Specific and realistic training is necessary prior 
to urban operations. Such training should empha-
size the practical application of the LOAC by junior 
commanders, and should include:
• an equal focus on “fighting in populated areas” 

(where civilians are a major consideration)  
and “fighting in built-up areas” (where terrain  
is the key factor) 

• scenarios that reflect not only the operational 
setting and likely conduct of an enemy (including 
how it may create risks for civilians), but also 
simulate realistic civilian presence and activity, 
actions and reactions 

• scenario and judgemental training on rules  
of engagement (ROE) for all ranks 

• input and role-play from civilian agencies  
to familiarize and condition troops prior  
to deployment 

• discussion of the legal dilemmas faced  
by all ranks.

PLANNING
The urban warfare planning group should con-
sider human terrain and infrastructure in detail 
(how they will affect the battle and vice versa) and 
prioritize options to avoid and/or mitigate civilian 
harm. Planners should:
• prioritize the civilian dimension in the planning 

process and identify options to reduce civilian 
harm and infrastructure damage (this priority 
should be made clear in the commander’s 
direction)

• consider factors affecting PoC, including 
population demographics, location, density, risks 
faced by civilians, vulnerability and/or vulnerable 
groups, pattern of life, the humanitarian situation 
and likely courses of action

• identify critical infrastructure and essential 
services for civilians to feed ROE development  
and fire-support control measures, including 
no-strike/restricted target lists, and target 
engagement authority

• consider civilian actions and reactions alongside 
enemy and own-force courses of action (COAs) 
during COA development and option wargaming

• ensure, in partnered operations, that supporting 
and supported parties’ approaches to PoC  
are aligned and consistent with the LOAC.

CONDUCT
Forces must always act in accordance with the 
LOAC, and must favour means and methods that 
first avoid and, if that is not possible, mitigate 
civilian harm. To this end, commanders should:
• stress to subordinates, before the operation 

begins, the importance of PoC in the conduct  
of operations

• shape operations in a way that avoids urban 
combat and/or engage in dialogue with opponents 
to discuss a safe civilian evacuation plan 

• take all feasible precautions to protect  
the civilian population and civilian objects from 
harm, including issuing warnings, supporting 
evacuations, and sharing and rigorously following 
screening procedures 

• avoid or mitigate civilian harm where urban 
combat cannot be avoided by:

 – carrying out strike operations or raids  
focused on specific targets

 – favouring direct-fire weapons
 – only using explosive weapons if measures 

have been taken to sufficiently reduce 
their wide-area effects, including rigorous 
targeting and weaponeering procedures 

 – assuming civilian presence.

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS
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INTRODUCTION

1 “LOAC” is the term most commonly used by militaries to refer to international 
humanitarian law (IHL) (also known as the law of war, or LOW).

Much urban warfare in the past three decades has occurred within asymmet-
ric conflicts, i.e. those that may be limited in scope and scale but tend to be 
protracted. But as global conflict dynamics evolve, there is the potential for 
a resurgence of large-scale conventional warfare. Should this happen, the 
humanitarian consequences of urban operations could be much more severe.

These consequences have played out in recent examples such as Aleppo, the 
Gaza Strip, Marawi and Mosul. Civilians are killed or injured on a scale far 
greater than in combat in open terrain. People lose their homes and become 
displaced. The critical infrastructure on which communities depend is dam-
aged and destroyed, depriving them of electricity, health care, water, educa-
tion and other vital services. Once the fighting is over, unexploded ordnance 
(UXO) and other explosive remnants of war (ERW) delay reconstruction, pro-
long suffering and make it harder for people to return. And beyond physical 
injuries and death, the intensity and proximity of urban warfare causes real 
and lasting psychological scars.

Most state armed forces will seek to avoid being drawn into an urban battle 
because the complex terrain and the presence of civilians and civilian infra-
structure can negate technological and tactical advantages, thereby favour-
ing the defender and leading to protracted combat with high attrition rates. 
The complexity of the urban landscape likewise creates a specific problem set 
for commanders, who must select appropriate means and methods of war-
fare that enable them to achieve their mission and preserve their own forces 
while acting in accordance with the principles and rules of the law of armed 
conflict (LOAC)1 – especially the principles of distinction, proportionality and 
precautions.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is conscious of the 
challenges faced by militaries conducting operations in urban settings. The 
organization carried out a study into the conduct of urban warfare which, in 
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accordance with its mission statement,2 aimed to reduce the civilian harm and 
other humanitarian consequences of such operations. The first step involved 
exploring case studies of urban battles and identifying examples of good prac-
tice that have led – or that could have led – to a reduction in civilian harm. 
These examples were converted into a series of recommendations under the 
headings “doctrine”, “planning”, “training” and “conduct of operations”, 
which were then discussed in a series of consultation groups with serving and 
retired military officers from around the world. The result of this exercise is 
this handbook, which will be supplemented by the output of an ongoing study 
into the conduct of urban operations by non-state armed groups (NSAGs).

This handbook is primarily intended for officers in command and for staff at 
brigade and battalion level who are, or who are likely to be, involved in urban 
warfare. The contextual scope is wide: from asymmetric warfare to large-scale 
conventional operations, from operations involving individual nations to part-
nered military operations (PMOs), and for militaries with limited technological 
capacity as well as those with technological depth. But the focus is on oper-
ations taking place in situations of armed conflict, and in which the LOAC 
therefore applies.3

This handbook assumes that readers have a general understanding of the fun-
damentals of the LOAC and other international legal frameworks governing 
military operations. It does not aim to restate the LOAC, but rather to assist 
commanders in ensuring that they train their forces and plan and conduct 
their operations in a way that limits harm to civilians and others not involved 
in hostilities (detainees, the wounded and sick, and medical personnel) and 
that the dead are treated with respect. Much of what is included is a reminder 
of “standard” good practice and procedures that will be familiar to many. But 
it should nevertheless serve as a useful checklist.

2 The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is an impartial, neutral  
and independent organization whose exclusively humanitarian mission is to protect 
the lives and dignity of victims of armed conflict and other situations of violence 
and to provide them with assistance.

 The ICRC also endeavours to prevent suffering by promoting and strengthening 
humanitarian law and universal humanitarian principles. 

3 This characterization is based on a legal analysis of the situation. The extent  
to which different aspects of the LOAC might apply depends, in the first instance,  
on whether a conflict is international or non-international in nature.
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4 For a more detailed analysis of the legal framework governing urban warfare,  
see: ICRC, International Humanitarian Law and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed 
Conflicts, 2019, ICRC, Geneva, pp. 15–25: https://www.icrc.org/sites/default/files/
document/file_list/challenges-report_urbanization-of-armed-conflicts.pdf, all 
web addresses accessed 17 March 2021.

Sana’a, Yemen (May 2015): An ICRC team assesses  
damage caused by the fighting in Sawan district.
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https://www.icrc.org/sites/default/files/document/file_list/challenges-report_urbanization-of-armed-conflicts.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/sites/default/files/document/file_list/challenges-report_urbanization-of-armed-conflicts.pdf
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LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF COMMANDERS
All commanders and their staff engaged in planning and executing military 
operations must ensure their operations are conducted in accordance with 
their respective operational law frameworks and, in situations of armed con-
flict, with the LOAC.

The LOAC forms part of a larger body of international law. It sets out agreed 
rules on how warfare is to be conducted. States developed these rules in order 
to protect the civilian population and those individuals not (or no longer) tak-
ing part in hostilities5 from the effects of such hostilities, and to protect com-
batants from unnecessary suffering. They outline what targets may be legally 
attacked and how, based on a careful balance between military necessity and 
humanity. The LOAC applies regardless of the reasons for fighting.

This chapter does not purport to be an exhaustive statement of all inter-
national legal rules governing military operations in urban areas.6 Instead, it 
seeks to elaborate on some of the key LOAC rules and principles that should 
be at the forefront of commanders’ minds when training for, planning and 
conducting urban operations. They apply in all types of urban warfare, whether 
part of an international or a non-international armed conflict.

LOAC PRINCIPLES ON THE CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES
The three main principles that apply to the conduct of hostilities are distinc-
tion, proportionality and precautions. These principles are complementary, 
and all three – as well as all other relevant rules – must be adhered to for 
any attack to be lawful. Yet the complex and interconnected nature of urban 
environments makes it especially hard for commanders and their staff to apply 
these principles. It is for precisely this reason that the rules are most critical in 
such settings. Each principle is discussed in turn below:

 • Distinction 
Parties to armed conflicts must distinguish at all times between civilians 
and combatants, and between civilian objects and military objectives. 
Attacks against military objectives are not prohibited. In contrast, the law  

5 People who are not fighting, such as detainees, medical personnel, the wounded  
and sick, and the dead and missing.

6 For more detail on this point, see: ICRC, Handbook on International Rules Governing 
Military Operations, 2013, ICRC, Geneva: https://www.icrc.org/sites/default/files/
topic/file_plus_list/0431-handbook_on_international_rules_governing_
military_operations.pdf.
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prohibits attacks against the civilian population, individual civilians 
and civilian objects, as well as indiscriminate attacks – that is, attacks 
that target military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without 
distinction. In urban environments, the proximity of military objectives 
and civilians and civilian objects means that an attack using some weapon 
types – whose effects extend significantly beyond the target – is highly 
likely to strike military objectives, civilians and civilian objects without 
distinction, even when it is launched against a specific military objective. 
 
The ICRC’s position is that, because of the significant likelihood  
of indiscriminate effects, explosive weapons with a wide impact area 
should not be used in populated areas unless sufficient mitigation 
measures can be taken to limit their wide-area effects and the consequent 
risk of civilian harm. The organization has also witnessed the persistent 
and indiscriminate effects of anti-personnel mines and cluster munitions, 
particularly when used in urban settings. Its position is that these weapons 
should never be used in any circumstances.  
 
Many objects can be used simultaneously for military and civilian 
purposes. For instance, a firing position might be situated on the roof  
of a civilian house or an apartment in a multi-storey building used as  
a command post. Similarly, a power station may provide electricity to  
a military barracks, nearby neighbourhoods and critical infrastructure.  
If its use for military purposes renders a civilian object – or a separable 
part of such an object – a military objective, it becomes a lawful target.  
Yet commanders are still bound by the rules on precautions and 
proportionality, meaning they should seek to limit incidental damage  
to other civilian objects and mitigate the consequences for civilians  
of impairing the civilian use of the object in question.

 • Proportionality 
Attacks likely to cause direct or indirect incidental civilian harm7 that 
is excessive relative to the anticipated concrete and direct military 

7 In this guide, “incidental harm” is used as a catch-all term to cover harm to both 
people and objects.
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advantage8 are prohibited. The key concepts upon which proportionality 
relies (incidental civilian harm, military advantage and excessiveness) 
present a challenge to commanders at every level, particularly in urban 
combat, where civilian harm consequent to an offensive action is usually 
harder to predict.

 • Precautions 
In all military operations, constant care must be taken to refrain from 
attacking the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects. Here,  
the term “military operations” refers to all movements, manoeuvres  
and other activities carried out by the armed forces with a view to combat 
or related to hostilities. These include, for example, ground operations  
in urban areas, the establishment of military installations including bases, 
defensive preparations and search operations. The higher the risk to  
the civilian population in any given military operation, the greater 
the degree of care required. Applying stringent standards of care is 
particularly important when conducting operations in urban areas.  
 
Given the significant risk of harm to civilians whenever the military is 
executing an attack, the LOAC imposes additional obligations specific to 
those planning, deciding on or carrying out attacks. It also requires parties 
to the conflict to protect civilians and civilian objects under their control 
against the effects of attacks.  
 
Precautionary measures can be divided into two categories: “active”  
and “passive”. These are discussed in further detail below:

 – Active precautions rely on the principle of “feasibility”, i.e. taking 
whatever precautions are possible in practice considering the prevailing 
circumstances at the time of attack, including humanitarian  
and military considerations. Examples include:

 • checking that targets are indeed military objectives

8 The military advantage that may justify civilian loss, injury and damages for 
purposes of the principle of proportionality must be concrete, direct and military. 
The qualifiers “concrete” and “direct” mean that the military advantage should 
be substantial and relatively close. The expected advantage must be sufficiently 
tangible. Advantages that are vague, hypothetical, indirect or long-term (including 
possible military advantages that might indirectly derive from advantages in  
the political, economic, moral or financial realms) are therefore excluded. Typical 
examples of militarily advantageous results include the destruction of an enemy 
stronghold, military headquarters or military equipment. 

CHAPTER 1: THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
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 • choosing means or methods of warfare that are likely to cause  
the least harm

 • cancelling or suspending an attack if it becomes apparent that 
the target is not a military objective or that an attack might be 
disproportionate or indiscriminate or otherwise violate the LOAC

 • giving effective advance warning of attacks that could affect  
the civilian population unless circumstances do not permit.

 – Passive precautions refer to other measures intended to protect 
civilians, those not involved in combat and civilian objects from  
the effects of attacks. Possible examples include:

 • removing civilians and civilian objects from the vicinity of military 
objectives

 • avoiding locating military objectives (such as a barracks or a store 
of military equipment or ammunition) within or near densely 
populated areas

 • avoiding, to the extent feasible, placing troops, military equipment 
or transports in densely populated areas

 • employing strategies and tactics that take combat outside populated 
areas altogether.

Finally, it is absolutely prohibited to use human shields.

SIEGE AND OTHER ENCIRCLEMENT TACTICS
Recent conflicts have seen a resurgence of sieges and other encirclement tac-
tics, which often result in very high civilian death tolls. Today, sieges are only 
lawful when directed exclusively against an enemy’s armed forces. The LOAC 
prohibits the starvation of civilians as a method of warfare (in other words, 
the besieging party must not deliberately deprive civilians of essential supplies 
as a means of subduing its enemy). Likewise, several rules stemming from the 
principle of precautions also require both parties to allow civilians to leave the 
besieged area whenever feasible.

Although temporary evacuations may be necessary, and even legally required, 
sieges must not be used to compel civilians to permanently leave an area. If 
civilians become displaced (because they flee or are evacuated from a besieged 
area), all possible measures must be taken to ensure that the people in ques-
tion have adequate shelter, have access to sufficient food, hygiene facilities 
and health-care provision and are kept safe (including from sexual and gender 
based-violence), and that members of the same family are not separated.
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When screening individuals leaving an urban area or carrying out other se- 
curity measures, the besieging party (or any other party to an urban conflict) 
must comply fully with the LOAC and with human rights law. This includes 
adhering to rules on humane treatment, living conditions and relevant pro-
cedural safeguards in cases of detention. Screening must not be carried out in 
a manner that would constitute collective punishment.

Civilians who remain in a besieged area continue to be protected as civil-
ians. The LOAC rules on starvation and relief operations are designed to work 
together to ensure that civilians are not deprived of supplies essential to their 
survival. In other words, the commander of a besieged force who is not in a 
position to provide the supplies essential to the survival of the civilian popula-
tion under its control must consent to humanitarian relief operations for these 
civilians. Likewise, the commander of a besieging force must allow humani-
tarian access to, and relief operations for, civilians remaining in the besieged 
area. Here, the term “humanitarian operations” also includes searching for 
and collecting the dead for later identification and dignified disposal or hand-
over to their families. This is subject to the parties’ right of control and abil-
ity to impose temporary and geographically limited restrictions required by 
military necessity at the time and place of ongoing hostilities. Importantly, 
however, parties to the conflict have search, collection, evacuation and other 
obligations in relation to the dead.

OTHER LOAC RULES DESIGNED TO PROTECT  
THOSE AFFECTED BY URBAN WARFARE
In addition to the above, there are other LOAC rules that are particularly rele-
vant in situations of urban warfare. These include rules that:

 • afford specific protection to certain people (such as medical personnel, 
and the wounded and sick) and objects (such as hospitals, objects 
indispensable to the survival of the civilian population and cultural 
property)

 • protect persons under the control of a party to the conflict (such as  
those deprived of their liberty, living in occupied territory or trapped  
in besieged areas)

 • require the wounded and sick (both civilians and members of an enemy’s 
armed forces) to be treated with respect and to be protected (parties  
to the conflict must take all possible measures to search for and collect  
the wounded and sick, to protect them against pillage and ill-treatment, 
and to ensure their appropriate care, and to search for, collect  

CHAPTER 1: THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
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and evacuate the dead without adverse distinction, to protect them against  
ill-treatment and mutilation, and to prevent them from being despoiled)

 • require women, children, older people and people with disabilities to be 
treated with respect and to be protected

 • require parties to the conflict to allow impartial humanitarian 
organizations to carry out humanitarian activities, as well as to treat  
with respect and to protect humanitarian personnel, their transports  
and their facilities in all circumstances

 • regulate the protection of the natural environment, as well as  
the destruction and seizure of property outside of the conduct  
of hostilities.

In some cases, a party to a conflict fighting in an urban area may act without 
regard for its LOAC obligations (such as by purposefully establishing defences 
among the civilian population, using hospitals or other objects specially pro-
tected by the LOAC for military purposes, or even using civilians as human 
shields). Yet under the principle of “non-reciprocity”, the fact that an adver-
sary fails to abide by the LOAC in no way absolves commanders of their own 
obligation to comply and ensure compliance with the rules.

Summary
For commanders involved in urban hostilities, the intermingling of militaries 
and civilians – and military objectives and civilian objects – presents 
important challenges in complying with the LOAC, both in achieving military 
objectives and in minimizing civilian harm. In an environment of delegated 
responsibility and decision-making, it is key that commanders at all levels 
understand how LOAC principles apply in practice and what these principles 
mean for protecting civilians in the conduct of urban operations.
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Mosul, Iraq (2017): Children playing 
in the streets. Many homes and much 
civilian infrastructure were destroyed 
during the fighting.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Doctrine is a set of principles that inform and guide action. It is one key elem-
ent influencing the way in which operations are conducted on the battlefield, 
including in urban areas.

By way of general recommendations, doctrine should:

 • be relevant, current, in line with the LOAC and consistent at all levels  
of command

 • focus as much on “fighting in populated areas” (where civilians are  
a major consideration) as on “fighting in built-up areas” (where terrain 
is the key factor)

 • provide the basis for standard operating procedures (SOPs)  
and for planning across the range of potential urban operations  
in order to enhance the protection of civilians

 • include a monitoring and review process.

More specifically, doctrine should:

 • clearly articulate, from the strategic to the tactical level, the priority  
for protecting civilians across the range of likely operations

 • integrate the LOAC and remind commanders, at all levels,  
of the obligation to own the issue of protection of civilians (PoC) among 
those under their command and, to a lesser extent, among their partners

 • identify options to conduct operations in urban areas in a manner  
that best protects civilians and civilian infrastructure, across a spectrum 
from “avoid” to “mitigate”

 • underscore the importance of understanding the urban landscape,  
the need to map and assess in advance the risk that military operations 
might pose to civilians and civilian infrastructure, and the necessity  
of including such considerations in training for, planning and conducting 
urban operations

 • highlight specific practices or capabilities that might be required during 
urban combat, including being prepared to support evacuations  
and to protect civilians escaping from the combat area

 • specify the minimum standards of treatment for individuals arrested  
or detained by both own and partner forces (often referred to as “captured 
persons”), including:

 – the judicial guarantees or procedural safeguards required by domestic 
and international law, as well as applicable minimum standards

CHAPTER 2: URBAN WARFARE DOCTRINE
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 – the basic standards of treatment that must be afforded to all captured 
persons at all times

 – arrangements for medical treatment
 – responsibilities and governance
 – training and planning for detention-related activities

 • highlight options for engaging with enemy commanders, both directly  
and via intermediaries, in order to discuss measures to reduce civilian harm

 • highlight the importance of understanding local cultural norms  
and values that protect civilians or that affect them (e.g. handling  
of the dead) at all levels of command, and of respecting these norms  
and values in the conduct of operations (these should be reflected in SOPs 
and discussed with subordinates prior to operations)

 • frame PoC expectations and responsibilities between allies and partners 
during partnered operations

 • provide guidance and direction in relation to incident management 
processes involving civilian casualties and/or alleged LOAC violations  
(a suitable basis for the production of national guidance is available).9

DOCTRINE TO INFORM PLANNING
From a PoC perspective, doctrine to inform planning for urban warfare should 
include:

 • a guide to the formal planning or military decision-making process, 
outlining how human terrain should be considered at each step – in terms 
of how civilians, infrastructure and services might be affected by  
the operation, and how the effect could be mitigated

 • comprehensive guidance on analysing the natural and human 
environment and civilian infrastructure as part of the intelligence 
preparation of the environment (IPE) process (see the chapter entitled 
“Planning for urban operations” for a more detailed discussion)

 • a civil-military cooperation policy that includes engaging with local 
civilian agencies and humanitarian agencies to discuss arrangements  
for assisting the population during combat and following the conclusion 
of hostilities in accordance with the LOAC and with due consideration  
for humanitarian agencies’ operating principles (neutrality, impartiality 
and independence)

9 N. Lubell, J. Pejic and C. Simmons, Guidelines on Investigating Violations of 
International Humanitarian Law: Law, Policy and Good Practice, 2019, Geneva Academy 
and ICRC, Geneva: https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-
files/Guidelines on Investigating Violations of IHL.pdf.

https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Guidelines on Investigating Violations of IHL.pdf
https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Guidelines on Investigating Violations of IHL.pdf
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 • guidance on how to minimize disruption to health-care provision and 
how to support the delivery of, and safe access to, health care throughout 
the area of operations (health-care provision includes all interconnected 
networks containing health-care workers, patients, facilities and vehicles)

 • guidance on how to conduct specific tasks in urban areas, including:
 – issuing warnings
 – supporting the evacuation of civilians, the wounded and sick  

and those deprived of their liberty
 – screening
 – arrests and detention
 – search for, collection, evacuation, treatment and disposal of the dead 

(see chapter 4 and annexes)

 • a realistic assessment of the capacity of partners or allies to ensure  
that PoC will not be overlooked or underemphasized as a diffusion  
of responsibility

 • clear guidance on responsibilities with respect to post-hostilities operations 
(including reconstruction efforts) and on how the legal framework 
governing the use of force might change to the more restrictive framework 
governing the use of force in law-enforcement operations.

DOCTRINE TO INFORM TARGETING10

In view of the close proximity of combatants and civilians – and military objectives 
and civilian objects – in urban warfare, adhering to a rigorous and comprehensive 
targeting process across the spectrum of combat operations is fundamental to 
safeguarding civilians and civilian infrastructure. Targeting doctrine for urban 
combat should therefore be clear to and understood by all – own forces as well as 
allies and partners. A model targeting checklist can be found in Annex A below.11 

More specifically, this aspect of doctrine should include:

 • a section on the legal considerations applicable to targeting, including  
the requirement for a legal adviser to provide legal advice,  
and for the procedures to be regularly rehearsed

10 “Targeting is the process of selecting and prioritizing targets and matching the 
appropriate response to them, considering operational requirements and capabilities, 
applicable ROE, and LOAC.” Source: International Institute of Humanitarian Law 
(IIHL), Sanremo Handbook on Rules of Engagement, 2009, IIHL, Sanremo, p. 26: 
https://iihl.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/ROE-HANDBOOK-ENGLISH.pdf.

11 There are variations in the manner in which different militaries apply  
the process described; for more details, see: ICRC, The Principle of Proportionality  
in the Rules Governing the Conduct of Hostilities under International Humanitarian Law, 
International Expert Meeting 22–23 June 2016 – Quebec: https://www.icrc.org/en/
download/file/79184/4358_002_expert_meeting_report_web_1.pdf.
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 • an explanation of the tools required to plan and conduct lawful operations 
that minimize civilian harm, including:

 – pattern of life (PoL) analysis to provide a detailed understanding  
of civilian behaviour and movement within and in/out of an urban 
area, which will lead to a holistic understanding of potential risks  
of civilian harm

 – positive identification (PID), which can be defined as the establishment 
with reasonable certainty that an object of attack (defined in function 
and position) is a lawful military target in accordance with the LOAC 
and applicable rules of engagement (ROE) – this is derived through 
observation and analysis of target characteristics, including visual 
recognition, and is often supported by various methods of intelligence 
collection

 – collateral damage estimation (CDE) to help commanders – at all levels 
and in battlefield situations – build a more informed assessment  
of the expected harm during the planning, ordering and conduct 
of operations and to take measures to avoid or at least minimize 
incidental harm

 – the role and responsibilities of the target engagement authority (TEA) 
and specific guidance on how to comply with the prohibitions against 
indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks as well as all other LOAC 
rules governing the conduct of hostilities in circumstances where 
“self-defence” ROE are being applied (often referred to as “troops  
in contact”, or TIC)

 – options for reducing incidental harm through so-called 
“weaponeering” (e.g. by adjusting the weapon, fuse, angle of attack, 
size of warhead and time of attack)

 – post-strike battle damage assessment (BDA), including  
an assessment of the harm caused to civilians, civilian objects 
(including infrastructure) and parts of the natural environment

 – a civilian casualty tracking (CCT) cell to establish the extent of civilian 
harm, understand the causes, learn how to minimize it in future 
operations, make recommendations, attribute responsibility and,  
where appropriate, propose measures aimed at alleviating the harm 
suffered by civilians

 • restrictions on the use of certain weapon systems or munitions  
in urban environments, where their use could risk contravening LOAC 
rules (including the prohibition on indiscriminate and disproportionate 
attacks): parties to an armed conflict should avoid the use of explosive 
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weapons with a wide impact area in populated areas as a matter of policy 
unless sufficient mitigation measures are taken to limit their wide-area 
affects and reduce the consequent risk of civilian harm

 • a policy on the creation and updating of no-strike lists (NSLs), including, 
for example, hospitals and morgues, critical infrastructure for the delivery 
of essential civilian services, cultural sites, residential areas, schools, 
markets and places of worship.

DOCTRINE TO INFORM STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Doctrine should be regularly reviewed and updated to reflect current realities 
and good practices in relation to PoC, and SOPs should be refined or devel-
oped as appropriate. In particular, urban warfare doctrine should serve as the 
foundation for:

 • SOPs that provide clarity on the role and responsibilities of military units 
and personnel as regards protecting civilians and civilian objects on  
the battlefield (the ICRC’s Code of Conduct for Combatants12 could be used as 
a basis for specific documents for soldiers involved in urban operations)

 • guidance on the mandates and roles of humanitarian agencies and other 
civilian parties likely to be found on the battlefield, as well as policy  
and guidance on engagement with such agencies

 • SOPs covering population movement and military support for civilian 
evacuations, including responsibilities, identification of safe routes, areas 
of refuge, security and assistance, screening procedures and allocation  
of specialist troops and staff

 • guidance on tactical support for civilians escaping from combat, including 
if and how to communicate with them and how to assist them with their 
escape (in an age- and gender-sensitive and disability-inclusive manner)

 • SOPs on the lawful conduct of arrest and detention and on the specific 
responsibilities of troops and commanders at each stage of the process 
until transfer of responsibility to recognized (civilian or military) 
detaining authorities, where appropriate

 • SOPs on the proper and dignified treatment of the dead (refer to the ICRC’s 
Operational Best Practices Regarding the Management of Human Remains and 

Information on the Dead by Non-Specialists13 for further guidance).

12 ICRC, Code of Conduct for Combatants, 2011, ICRC, Geneva: https://www.icrc.org/en/
doc/assets/files/publications/icrc-0526-002.pdf.

13 ICRC, Operational Best Practices Regarding the Management of Human Remains and 
Information on the Dead by Non-Specialists, 2004, ICRC, Geneva: https://www.icrc.
org/en/doc/assets/files/other/icrc-002-858.pdf.
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CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT AND RE-EVALUATION
As in all forms of combat, timely and objective after-action reviews (AAR) 
should be conducted as part of the urban battle rhythm, whether as post- 
incident investigation or as routine assessment. While the focus might be on 
progress towards mission accomplishment, it is nevertheless critical to reflect 
on the impact on civilians and civilian objects, and on how procedures could be 
improved. This could involve BDA and tracking of civilian casualties, but less 
formal constructs are equally possible. The frequency of AARs is important, as 
is the sharing of ideas on how to reduce civilian harm across the in-place force 
and its allies and partners and with follow-on forces on rotation.

Summary
Urban warfare doctrine forms the foundation for training for, planning and 
conducting urban operations. It should be tailored to the specific demands 
of urban warfare and compliant with the LOAC. It should clearly articulate 
the importance of reducing civilian harm and explain how to do so. The 
messages should be consistent at all levels of command and among allies 
and partners. They should be taught and understood and leave no space for 
ambiguity.
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ANNEX A: MODEL TARGETING CHECKLIST

Do you have authority under ROE/orders  
to conduct attack?

Is the objective on a no-strike/restricted target list?

Does the target make an effective contribution  
to enemy military action?

Will its destruction or neutralization, in current  
circumstances, offer a definite military advantage?

Is the attack expected to cause incidental loss  
of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian  

objects or a combination thereof (i.e. collateral damage)?

Do your targeting directive and ROE permit  
incidental harm/collateral damage?

Is there an alternative military target with the  
same military advantage, with less risk of incidental  

harm/damage?

Have all feasible precautions in the choice of means  
and methods of attack been taken with a view  

to avoiding, or at least minimizing, incidental loss  
of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage  

to civilian objects?

If the attack could affect the civilian population,  
has an effective advance warning been given?

Is the attack expected to cause incidental loss  
of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian  
objects or a combination thereof, which would be  

excessive in relation to the concrete and direct  
military advantage anticipated?

DO NOT 
ATTACK

RETURN  
TO THE  

BEGINNING 
FOR NEW 
TARGET

DO SO, 
AND THEN 
REASSESS

ISSUE  
WARNING 
AND THEN 
REASSESS

DO NOT 
ATTACK

ATTACK  
PERMITTED – 

BUT CONTINUE 
TO MONITOR. IF 

CIRCUMSTANCES 
CHANGE – DUTY  
TO REASSESS 

ATTACK

ATTACK  
PERMITTED – 

BUT CONTINUE 
TO MONITOR. IF 

CIRCUMSTANCES 
CHANGE – DUTY  
TO REASSESS 

ATTACK

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No
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GENERAL
Realistic training for commanders and troops is among the most effective 
ways to ensure that the LOAC is understood and incorporated effectively 
into the planning and conduct of operations. As one of the most complex and 
demanding forms of warfare, urban combat justifies specific and focused 
training using equipment appropriate to the task. Commanders at all levels 
must understand the urban landscape and its civilian dimension.

GENERIC TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS
 • Wherever possible, practical “field” training should be conducted  

to best simulate urban combat (congested, confusing, decentralized with 
limited visibility and intermittent communications, etc.) and to reflect  
the lessons learned from previous or ongoing operations. Where such 
practical training is not possible, consideration should be given to 
command post exercises (CPX), study days, virtual reality tools (VRTs) 
and, where appropriate, scenario discussions between commanders  
and troops and civilian or humanitarian agencies.

 • Scenarios should not only reflect the operational setting and likely 
conduct of an enemy, but also include realistic civilian presence (by age, 
gender, disability and number) and activity, the risks civilians face, and 
their actions and reactions, so as to familiarize and condition troops prior 
to deployment. Simply including civilians as a “stress test” to complicate 
the commander’s decision-making, or as an exercise to gain popular 
support, should be avoided. The focus should be on safeguarding  
the population in a chaotic and challenging environment.

 • During field training, the population should be treated in the same 
way as all other exercise “players” (e.g. when using live simulation 
equipment, civilian players should also be fitted with weapon sensors  
in order to register civilian casualties).

 • Aid workers should be involved in field and staff training (where possible and 
where resource constraints allow) in order to help commanders, staff and 
troops understand the role of humanitarian organizations in such situations 
and the principles they abide by, as well as what needs the civilian population 
is likely to have and how those needs might be addressed.

 • If specialist troops and equipment such as unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) and optical devices are to be used in urban operations – to afford 
greater clarity and accuracy in identifying targets and weapons that will 
better limit the effect to the desired target – then relevant training needs 
should be identified. Training should include a focus on better identifying 
civilian presence, movement patterns and/or related indicators.
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 • Measures for protecting health-care providers and facilities  
and safeguarding delivery should be decided in advance and included  
in training prior to and during operations. Training should cover  
the rights and responsibilities of military and civilian medical personnel 
working in armed conflict and how best to keep them protected.

 • Junior commanders should receive specific training on decision-making 
for LOAC compliance, with a particular focus on rules and principles 
relating to the conduct of hostilities (distinction, proportionality  
and precautions) in the urban environment, and with specific scenarios 
and vignettes drawing on AARs.

 • Education in and discussion of the legal and moral dilemmas posed  
by urban operations and the application of LOAC in urban combat should 
be a feature of preparation for urban operations.

TRAINING FOR COMMANDERS
Given the influence that the most senior commanders will have in framing the 
priority of PoC, the operational triad of PoC, force protection (FP) and mission 
accomplishment should be discussed at senior staff/war colleges, including 
within the context of partnered operations. Training for commanders should 
include awareness of how to mitigate civilian harm, how urban combat might 
pose legal dilemmas in the application of the LOAC by troops under their com-
mand, and how these issues might be addressed in light of recent scenarios. 
Given the responsibility for commanders to fulfil the role of TEA, wider famil-
iarity with targeting procedures would be appropriate.

TRAINING FOR HQ STAFF
HQ planning staff should be familiar with urban operations and should gain an 
understanding of human terrain. Specific considerations for training include:
 • detailed analysis of human terrain, including routine civilian behaviour, 

the risks they face and likely civilian actions and reactions during conflict
 • detailed analysis of infrastructure and related services, with input from 

military engineers and/or those with knowledge of critical infrastructure 
and service provision

 • discussion of the precautions that must be considered both in attack and 
to protect the civilian population and civilian objects under own control 
against the effects of enemy attacks against own forces (e.g. how to issue 
effective warnings, and how to remove the civilian population and civilian 
objects from the vicinity of military objectives and avoid locating military 
objectives within or near densely populated areas)

 • judgemental training on assessing the risks of civilian harm prior  
to authorizing engagement with lethal force.
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TARGETING TRAINING
Targeting is a key aspect of the battle rhythm of an HQ in combat. All those 
involved in targeting procedures (both pre-planned and dynamic) should 
therefore receive comprehensive training and take part in related exercises. 
These should include:

 • training in the targeting process and proportionality assessments,  
so that assessing anticipated military advantage and incidental harm in  
the specific conditions of the urban environment becomes a more natural 
and, ultimately, reflexive process. It is particularly important to consider  
not only incidental harm caused directly by an attack (i.e. immediate  
civilian deaths and injuries, and damage to civilian objects caused  
by the weapons’ blast and fragmentation effects) but also indirect  
or reverberating effects14 (provided they are foreseeable). Examples  
of the direct and reverberating effects of an explosion on essential  
services are depicted in the image below:15

14 The reverberating effects of an event are its indirect consequences, often also 
known as “second- and third-order”, “knock-on” or “long-term” effects. For 
example, incidental damage to civilian homes is likely to cause the displacement  
of civilians, while incidental damage to hospitals is likely to disrupt medical 
services, which in turn is likely to cause patients to die. Critical civilian 
infrastructure, such as vital water and electrical facilities and supply networks,  
is particularly fragile and vulnerable to the incidental effects of attacks in urban 
settings. Such is the interconnectedness of the essential services that depend on 
critical infrastructure that disruption to one service will have knock-on effects on 
other services (such as health care, energy, water supply and waste management), 
leading to the spread of disease and further deaths.

15 M. Talhami and M. Zeitoun, “The impact of explosive weapons on urban services: 
Direct and reverberating effects across space and time”, International Review of the 
Red Cross (IRRC), Vol. 98, No. 1, 2016, p. 59.

Blast Wave
Fragmentation
Thermal Energy

Explosion                       Direct effects...            +         Reverberating effects...
... on people, hardware,
 and consumables.

... on up, mid, or downstream 
 components of the same service;
... on other services (the ‘domino effect’);
... far from the impact zone; and
... long after the detonation has occured.
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 • comprehensive PID training, in conjunction with effective PID procedures 
and available technology. This can greatly reduce the risk of incidental 
harm and the potential for incidents of “friendly fire”, particularly during 
partnered operations.

 • familiarity with the procedures for planning and conducting dynamic 
targeting (i.e. for time-sensitive targets and instances judged to be  
in self-defence).16 In cases where TEA is likely to be delegated to lower 
levels of command, it is important that those responsible have prior 
training in targeting procedures and a greater understanding  
of the principles of distinction, proportionality and precautions,  
and of other LOAC rules on the conduct of hostilities.

TRAINING FOR JUNIOR COMMANDERS AND COMBAT TROOPS
This training should include:

 • an emphasis on time-constrained decision-making in accordance with  
the principles of the LOAC (and in particular on applying the principles  
of distinction, proportionality and precautions in urban environments).

 • a focus on decision-making and ROE in situations where combatants/
fighters and civilians might be juxtaposed, and on how best to act to 
reduce civilian harm. Such training might involve:

 – judgemental (i.e. shoot/don’t shoot) training for all levels, covering 
scenarios such as:

 • civilians being used as human shields for a key enemy position

 • civilians fleeing the fighting with fighters possibly intermingled
 – safe and swift evacuation of the wounded and sick, persons deprived  

of their liberty and civilians from the immediate combat area
 – protection of civilians escaping from the fighting while under fire
 – search for, collection, evacuation and dignified disposal of the dead  

(i.e. ensuring that measures are taken for their identification and  
that they are treated with respect and in accordance with LOAC rules)17

 – familiarization with different types of critical civilian infrastructure 
and the essential service(s) they support, so that personnel are able 
to distinguish between them (e.g. differentiating between a water 
treatment plant and a wastewater treatment plant)

16 During combat operations in urban areas, fire by troops in contact with the enemy, 
as well as fire support, must abide by all LOAC rules governing the conduct of 
hostilities, even when judged to be in self-defence.

17 ICRC, “Humanity after life: Respecting and Protecting the Dead”, 3 April 2020:  
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/humanity-after-life-respect-and-protection-dead. 

https://www.icrc.org/en/document/humanity-after-life-respect-and-protection-dead
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 • discussions on legal dilemmas faced in combat (potentially using 
(decontextualized) real-life examples of violations), such as:

 – treatment/evacuation of wounded, sick or dead combatants/fighters
 – treatment of captured persons, including the wounded
 – the risks of ill-treatment of civilian family members  

of combatants/fighters, particularly during searches
 – the risks of ill-treatment of civilians after own troops are wounded  

or killed and tensions may have increased.

 • weapon-handling and marksmanship principles in the urban 
environment, which will help to ensure that the LOAC principles  
of distinction and precautions are applied.

TRAINING DURING OPERATIONS
As far as possible, and depending upon the nature and length of the oper- 
ation, continuation and refresher training should be conducted “out of the line” 
for troops involved in combat. Such training should be informed by lessons  
learned from the ongoing operation and include situations where experience 
has identified potential for civilian harm and how to avoid or at least to reduce 
it. Key aspects might include:

 • raising awareness and understanding of the LOAC and ROE through 
judgemental training, using examples from combat

 • discussing the legal dilemmas faced by troops in battle

 • conducting range firing to check weapon accuracy and revise weapon 
handling

 • considering how the changing urban environment might affect  
troops’ ability to distinguish between targets and civilians and civilian 
objects (e.g. identifying enemy tactics that are most likely to put civilians  
at risk of harm and determining how to best operate in order to reduce 
such harm).

Where this kind of practical training is not possible, up-to-date information 
should be circulated through commanders’ briefings and/or written updates.
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Summary
Urban combat is recognized as one of the most demanding forms of warfare, 
since it places physical, conceptual and legal demands on commanders and 
troops that are often not seen in other environments. Training for urban 
combat is therefore critical. But it is equally important to condition troops 
to operating in a battlefield where every action will affect civilians. It can 
prove difficult to replicate a fully operating urban environment and to 
gain access to this kind of training facility for a representative time frame. 
Simulation and VRTs should therefore be considered as alternative training 
opportunities.
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Officers from the Armed Forces of the Philippines conduct  
planning for operations during the Battle of Marawi (2017). 
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INTRODUCTION

18 ICRC, Decision-Making Process in Military Combat Operations, 2013, ICRC, Geneva: 
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-4120.pdf.

This chapter follows the same generic, four-step process for military plan-
ning as used in Decision-Making Process in Military Combat Operations,18 an ICRC 
handbook published in 2013: understanding the problem, evaluation of fac-
tors, course of action (COA) development and evaluation, and the command-
er’s decision (see the diagram below). In this particular case, the content is 
tailored to urban warfare situations, highlighting those parts of the process 
that relate to human terrain and impact on civilians.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
• Legal framework
• Command responsibility
• Commander’s direction

EVALUATION OF FACTORS
• IPE
• Environment
• Civilians
• Enemy forces
• Own forces
• Time
• ROE

COA DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
• Deployment
• Fire support
• Wargaming

COMMANDER’S DECISION
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The legal framework applicable to the conduct of military operations must 
always inform the planning process, including the development of appropriate 
COAs. The mission directive will likely include the legal basis for the particular 
military operation as well as the LOAC rules that apply (including relevant 
treaties and customary law).

The LOAC only applies in situations of armed conflict. The extent to which 
different aspects of the LOAC apply depends, in the first instance, on whether 
a conflict is international or non-international in nature. In certain situations, 
several armed conflicts may be taking place at the same time and within the 
same territory. It is critical that the commander and staff clearly understand 
the operational implications of the legal framework governing their operation.

COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY
Command responsibility (or hierarchical accountability) is a key tenet of 
the LOAC. The commander and the commander’s support staff have a legal 
responsibility to ensure that orders are lawful and that subordinates act  
lawfully in carrying out those orders. The commander must ensure that the 
force is trained in the LOAC and its application. There must also be a mech-
anism for reporting and dealing with alleged violations, which should be 
applied across all elements of the force. Legal advisers must be made avail-
able, when necessary, to advise commanders at the appropriate level on the 
application of the LOAC.
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COMMANDER’S DIRECTION
At the outset, the commander should set out the intent and obligations regard-
ing PoC within the wider strategic context, which should have been articulated 
by the overall commander (or potentially at the political level). A useful tool 
to frame the debate is the “operational triad”, which reflects the frequent 
need for commanders to strike a balance between three potentially compet-
ing objectives: mission accomplishment, FP and PoC. This can be depicted as 
shown below:

The commander’s objective is to achieve the mission within the resources 
and constraints that are designated. The challenge is how best to achieve this 
while balancing other considerations – especially FP and PoC, either of which 
may have been given strategic political priority. The three elements are clearly 
inter-related, since a military force that fails to adequately protect its combat 
power risks failing in its mission. Likewise, protecting the population is a legal 
requirement and can also be vital to maintaining support for the campaign 
and, consequently, to the successful achievement of the mission. Any planning 
process will therefore need to strike an appropriate balance between these 
potentially competing priorities while always remaining within the bounds of 
what is permitted by the LOAC.

This balance should be reflected in the commander’s guidance issued to staff 
and subordinates at the start of the formal planning process – from strategic 
to tactical level and regardless of type of operation in question. This guidance  

Mission Accomplishment

Force Protection Protection of Civilians
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should include specific direction on PoC, i.e. avoiding, or at least minimizing, 
civilian harm and infrastructure damage. Some important considerations are 
detailed below:

 • Senior officer or official responsible for humanitarian issues and liaison: 
An officer or official should be appointed to advise the operational 
commander on the humanitarian implications during planning  
and to provide updates during the battle.

 • Means and methods of warfare: Urban combat is particularly demanding 
for all members of a force, not least because of its decentralized nature 
and the specific demands placed upon junior commanders. Following  
an initial assessment of the urban situation and the proximity of military 
objectives to civilians and civilian objects, it may become clear that the use 
of certain weapon systems or munitions – in particular those with a wide 
impact area – and certain directions of approach might be problematic. 
Highlighting this at the outset would focus staff on mitigation measures 
or on the use of alternative means and methods.

 • Warnings: The LOAC includes specific obligations on issuing warnings, 
which are particularly important in the build-up to and during urban 
combat. These obligations should be understood and disseminated  
(see below for a more detailed discussion of warnings).

 • Planning for reconstruction/rehabilitation: It is important to plan ahead 
for what happens when combat operations subside. Among other things, 
commanders should consider:

 – limiting damage to infrastructure critical to the post-conflict 
rehabilitation of the city (through published NSLs and by other means), 
such as by cratering rather than destroying road and bridges in order 
not to damage the power lines and water pipes that run alongside  
or beneath them

 – clearing access for local authorities, utility providers  
and repair/reconstruction teams

 – working with local authorities, where appropriate, to restore essential 
services and utilities and to protect associated personnel and assets 
(such as offices, warehouses, stockyards and vehicles)
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A stockyard of electrical items destroyed during the conflict in the Gaza Strip 
(2014).

 – liaising with civil protection teams on searching for, collecting  
and evacuating the wounded, sick and dead in damaged buildings

 – taking steps to reduce the impact of ERW/UXO (e.g. marking 
contaminated areas, clearing or destroying mines and UXO as soon as 
possible after the end of the fighting, and sharing information about 
the ammunition used and areas where landmines and UXO may be 
found, including UXO left by range training)

 – ensuring that the legal framework that applies during the armed 
conflict and once the fighting ends is understood by all (the legal  
and practical implications of the transition to urban operations  
in a post-conflict environment should be reflected in ROE and clearly 
explained to all troops, including partner forces).
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EVALUATION OF FACTORS

19 Formal arrangements between partners to achieve a specific military aim within  
a conflict (covered in chapter 6).

INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Contrary to the traditional intelligence preparation of the battlefield, IPE is 
a much broader exercise that includes analysis of so-called “human terrain” 
(encompassing all available information on population demography, locations, 
density, humanitarian situation and civilians’ likely courses of action before 
and during combat). Understanding human terrain is essential for comply-
ing with the LOAC, and in particular with the rules governing the conduct of 
hostilities.

Considerations include:

 • what risks civilians face

 • whether civilians are likely to try to leave the urban area or remain  
in place

 • how civilians perceive parties to the conflict (and whether they might 
avoid areas where certain parties are present)

 • what local or cultural practices might erroneously appear suspicious,  
such as repairing roads and ditches during the cool of the night.

Sources include:

 • anthropologists

 • sociologists

 • municipal advisers

 • religious and informal (community or tribal) leaders (who can help better 
understand dynamics, linkages, attitudes and likely actions)

 • local forces in partnered operations19 (who can offer invaluable insights).

IPE is a continuous process, which should be further developed by a detailed 
study of routine civilian behaviour and thorough PoL analysis. This should 
be conducted using available surveillance assets for as long as possible in 
advance, and should focus on areas that could involve future strikes (such as 
in the vicinity of enemy HQs or bases). The findings should then inform CDE 
when strikes are being planned, as well as help to ensure compliance with  
the LOAC.
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PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
In urban contexts, protecting civilians and the infrastructure on which essen-
tial services20 depend is uniquely challenging. Recent and ongoing armed 
conflicts have demonstrated that, whether directly targeted or damaged inci-
dentally, critical infrastructure21 regularly bears the brunt of hostilities – with 
devastating consequences. This is because cities are not designed with war 
in mind and urban systems are inherently vulnerable. There are often single 
points of failure in a service system that, when rendered inoperable, can cause 
the entire system – along with other, interdependent systems – to fail. For 
instance, if an electrical substation fails, not only will the electricity supply 
within that system cease to function, but also all the associated critical infra-
structure that relies on it as a sole source of electricity – such as water supply, 
wastewater collection and treatment, hospitals and schools – will fail too. This 
interconnectedness is captured in the image below:22

20 “Essential services” are services indispensable to the survival of the population, 
such as water and sanitation, electricity, health care and solid-waste disposal.

21 “Critical infrastructure” is infrastructure necessary for the functioning of  
an essential service and whose damage or destruction has a significant impact  
on the delivery of the service.

22 M. Talhami and M. Zeitoun (2016), p. 57.
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Some key points to consider during the planning process are outlined below:

 • Essential services can only continue running if all three components 
that make up a service are protected: people (operators and technicians), 
hardware (infrastructure and equipment) and consumables (e.g. chemicals 
for water treatment or fuel for generators).

 • Essential service-provider personnel (as well as their equipment, spare 
parts and consumables) should be granted safe and unhindered access so 
they can continue carrying out their duties (e.g. operating, maintaining, 
assessing and repairing infrastructure) and keep essential services 
running.

 • Critical infrastructure and the interdependencies between services must 
be fully understood in order to avoid prolonged disruption of essential 
services.

 • The direct effects of explosive weapons in urban areas can trigger 
humanitarian consequences that affect a much larger part of  
the population than people in the immediate vicinity of the impact zone 
(i.e. reverberating effects).

 • Planning staff should be trained and equipped to identify civilian 
infrastructure. Teams should include legal advisers, engineers, geospatial  
imaging officers and civil affairs staff, and should seek additional 
advice from civilian agencies where feasible, including local or national 
civilian authorities and environmental and humanitarian organizations 
as appropriate. Such information can be supplemented by remote 
identification (e.g. earth observation imagery) and open-source data.  
Where feasible, alternative sources of service provision should be identified 
to ensure continuity where damage to infrastructure has occurred.

Comprehensive IPE should provide a detailed understanding of the physical 
make-up of an urban area – especially the nature, location, condition and 
interconnectedness of key infrastructure. This information should inform an 
assessment of the incidental civilian harm likely to result from attacks and, 
in turn, prioritization of infrastructure as part of precautionary measures. It 
should also contribute to ROE development and fire support control measures 
including NSLs, and to authority for engagement where appropriate. Alterna-
tive means of providing critical services in the event of damage or improper 
maintenance should also be considered in advance.
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Basra, Iraq (2003): A 105  mm artillery shell is lodged in the wall of an 
electrical cabinet in a water pumping station to the east of the city, shutting 
off the water supply to a significant part of the population.

SUPPORT FOR HEALTH-CARE PROVISION
LOAC rules require the provision of effective health care to the population 
before, during and after combat operations. Such provision will be central to 
reducing civilian harm and should be considered during the planning process. 
Prior to operations, forces should coordinate with health-care providers, rele-
vant non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the ICRC and other organiza-
tions providing health-care assistance within and outside the area of operations. 
Agreements should be reached on coordination measures and procedures with 
health-care providers and authorities (as a minimum) and, if possible, with 
opposing forces.23 Planning for the evacuation and treatment of civilian cas-
ualties using military medical staff, facilities and processes (including in mass-
casualty incidents) should be undertaken. Consideration should be given to 
whether civilians of different ages, genders and disabilities have equal and safe 
access to health care, and whether such provision is beneficial for them.

23 See: ICRC, Protecting Health Care: Guidance for the Armed Forces, 2020, ICRC, Geneva, 
pp. 18–19: https://healthcareindanger.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/4504_002-
ebook.pdf.
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The operational environment should be assessed both prior to, and at regular 
intervals during, an operation. Such exercises should involve:

 • identifying, mapping and regularly updating the locations of medical 
facilities and the essential services upon which they rely, with NSLs  
and lists of sensitive areas updated accordingly

 • identifying and regularly updating the different types of health-care provider 
(formal and informal) and their vehicles operating within and outside  
the area of operations (ambulances, unmarked civilian vehicles, etc.)

 • identifying and regularly updating the officially endorsed and/or 
recognized vehicle identification systems (type of vehicle, markings, 
electronic tracking, etc.), visual and non-visual facility identification 
markings and symbols (by day and by night), including identification from 
the air, and personnel identification arrangements (IDs, uniforms, etc.)

 • assessing the potential direct and indirect impacts of military operations on 
military objectives on health-care delivery, such as the disruption of essential 
utilities and access for patients and their families (breakdown of electricity 
and water supply, obstruction of emergency services and supply routes, etc.).

SUPPORT FOR FORENSIC SERVICE (DEATH CARE) PROVISION
In accordance with their LOAC obligations, forces must conduct operations to 
search for, collect, evacuate and identify the dead, as well as to facilitate their 
dignified disposal, whenever circumstances permit, and in particular after an 
engagement. Doing so avoids unnecessary additional suffering and prevents 
people from going missing. Such operations should therefore be considered 
during the planning process. Forces may coordinate with funeral services, 
local police, community leaders, NGOs, the ICRC, National Societies and other 
first responders providing death-care and family liaison services – including 
developing coordination measures with forensic centres, authorities and, if 
possible, opposing forces.

LIKELY MILITARY TASKS RELATING TO CIVILIANS
Detailed assessment of human terrain should identify likely tasks that a force 
might carry out both to achieve the military objective and to reduce the likeli-
hood of civilian harm. As well as confirming the presence of civilians and ver-
ifying PoL (possibly through airborne surveillance or fixed observation posts), 
forces may also need to:

 • establish a means of communicating with civilians and/or their appointed 
representatives or focal points, in order both to fulfil their legal 
obligations (providing effective advance warning of attacks that gives 
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civilians time to leave, find shelter or take other measures to protect 
themselves) and to provide routine information as required

 • provide or make provision for medical care to wounded and sick civilians 
and enemy combatants, along with management of dead as required

 • coordinate support for, and movement of, civilians during evacuations,  
as well as supporting civilians who are escaping from the fighting  
(see Annex A for a short guide on planning evacuations)

 • identify and engage with local/national authorities and humanitarian 
agencies on the provision of support to people directly affected by  
the fighting (a duty that falls primarily to the parties to the conflict): 
this could include setting aside a dedicated area at HQ from which liaison 
officers can operate

 • identify available space for civilians to assemble voluntarily (such as  
a sports stadium or civic hall), either within or outside the urban area.

HUMAN AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Aspects of the environment that affect the population should be considered 
in planning, since they can have a bearing on the ability to ensure that oper-
ations are legally compliant. In protracted conflicts, for instance, a decline in 
the quality and output of essential services or the degradation or destruction 
of agricultural land or water sources can pose increased risks to civilians and 
make communities less resilient to shocks. Likewise, the effect of armed con-
flict on the natural environment – such as loss of crops or livestock, lack of 
access to clean water or agricultural land, ecosystem damage and biodiversity 
loss – must be considered during the planning and conduct of operations.

It is generally recognized that the natural environment is, by default, civilian 
in character, and that all parts of the environment are civilian objects unless 
they become military objectives. While a certain degree of environmental dam-
age is inherent in armed conflict, planners need to be familiar with and must 
observe the rules providing protection to the environment under the LOAC 
(including the principles of distinction, proportionality and precautions).24  
 
 

24 For more details, see: ICRC, Guidelines on the Protection of the Natural Environment 
in Armed Conflict, 2020, ICRC, Geneva: https://shop.icrc.org/guidelines-on-the-
protection-of-the-natural-environment-in-armed-conflict-pdf-en. The guidelines 
set out 32 rules and recommendations on the protection of the natural environment 
for states and parties to an armed conflict under IHL.
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Beyond these general rules, there are also specific rules that protect the nat-
ural environment:

 • Methods and means of warfare must be employed with due regard  
to the protection and preservation of the natural environment.

 • The use of methods or means of warfare that are intended, or may  
be expected, to cause widespread, long-term and severe damage  
to the natural environment is prohibited.

 • Destruction of the natural environment may not be used as a weapon.

 • Attacking the natural environment by way of reprisal is prohibited.

In order to limit the impact of armed conflict on the environment, states and 
parties to the conflict should adopt and implement measures to increase under-
standing of these effects prior to, and regularly during, military operations, 
whenever feasible and operationally relevant. Considerations should include:

 • the general humanitarian situation (health, food and water supply, 
medical facilities, etc.) and the status of support infrastructure  
(such as hospitals and food-supply and storage facilities)

 • the risks and consequences of environmental damage, including  
the release of toxic industrial chemicals or other dangerous forces  
that might affect the urban area (e.g. nuclear power plants, fuel 
installations, or dams and dykes), as well as the presence of ERW/UXO

 • direct damage to critical infrastructure, which can lead to service failure 
and environmental damage

 • links between the urban fabric and the risk of incidental harm  
(e.g. the ability of houses and other buildings to withstand shocks, 
whether or not buildings have cellars for use as potential shelters,  
and risks of fire, especially in old towns)

 • how weather and climate affect local living conditions, including the effect 
of extreme heat on people with limited access to water, or of cold weather 
on communities without access to electricity or heating fuel

 • areas of particular environmental importance or fragility in combat areas 
(relevant maps should be available and consulted).25

25 More detailed guidance is available in ICRC, Guidelines on the Protection of the Natural 
Environment in Armed Conflict (2020).
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ENEMY FORCES
How an enemy might act towards civilians will have a critical impact on own-
force plans and the conduct of the battle. As well as drawing evidence from 
combat experience, planners may wish to consider the following questions:

 • Will the enemy comply with the LOAC and enable civilians to leave  
the urban area if they wish?

 • Is the enemy likely to agree to a pause in combat to enable humanitarian 
relief to be provided?

 • What is the best way to communicate with the enemy (directly or through 
an appropriate intermediary and, in the latter case, who and how)?

 • Is the enemy likely to use means and methods of warfare that might cause 
civilian harm?

 • Is the enemy likely to direct attacks against the civilian population, 
individual civilians and civilian objects?

 • Are enemy fighters likely to be accompanied by their own family members 
who, as civilians, are entitled to protection (their status could be 
ambiguous unless own troops are clearly briefed)?

 • Is the enemy likely to use civilians to shield their own operations and,  
if so, how?

 • Are enemy forces located close to places where civilians are present 
in high concentrations and, if so, do own-force actions risk causing 
incidental civilian harm?

The answers to questions like these should indicate some likely tasks, such 
as: “attempt to engage with enemy commanders at the appropriate level to 
discuss a pause in combat for humanitarian relief”.

OWN FORCES (INCLUDING PARTNERED FORCES)
Once IPE has been completed and likely tasks for the force have been iden-
tified, the commander must decide on competing priorities (e.g. in terms 
of medical and engineering capabilities, or the deployment of intelligence, 
surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance assets in support of PoL  
analysis). Commanders should also consider how own forces might operate 
and respond to the presence of civilians on the battlefield. Considerations 
include:

 • time spent in combat, and intensity and levels of own casualties  
(which might individually make combat more stressful and,  
when combined, lead to violations of the LOAC)
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 • prior conduct in combat and whether there have been prior examples  
of violations

 • how well the force is prepared for urban combat, including level  
of training in the LOAC and ROE, as well as urban-specific training

 • factors that might influence conduct, such as historical alliances  
or divisions causing tensions.

Once again, it is important for commanders at all levels to frame the oper-
ation in terms of the approach to the population, and to identify safeguards. 
These might include rotating troops out of contact for short periods to reduce 
battle stress and the risk of non-compliance with the LOAC, and holding group 
discussions on the challenges faced in combat.

The availability of weapons, munitions and equipment can also influence 
where the priorities lie in the conduct of the urban battle, since equipment 
that can be used to reduce civilian harm might be tasked to other priorities. 
Conversely, technological advances can offer commanders capabilities that, 
while not necessarily designed specifically to reduce civilian harm, can be used 
for that purpose. Some equipment considerations are detailed below:

 • Surveillance:
 – UAVs/drones: While aerial surveillance equipment is generally used  

to focus on the enemy, it can also offer information on civilian 
behaviour as well as help locate and identify civilian infrastructure  
(at or above ground level). As size reduces and optics improve, civilian 
presence inside buildings and individual rooms can also be detected 
in some circumstances. UAVs have also been used in combat to deliver 
water and phones to isolated families, helping to keep them safer  
as they escape.

 – Magnification sights: Despite short sight lines and engagement ranges 
in urban areas, a magnification sight – attached to a weapon or  
a hand-held device – can prove extremely helpful in distinguishing 
between civilians and fighters and bringing accurate fire to bear (in line 
with the principles of distinction and precautions). Where such sights 
are unavailable for combat troops, it can still be useful to issue them  
to commanders.

 – Night vision devices and weapon sights can support application  
of the principles of distinction and precautions, although ambient light 
in urban areas can distort the image.
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 • Weapons and munitions:
 – Precision-guided munitions (PGMs): For many forces, PGMs  

are becoming less expensive and more readily available. Commanders 
and staff should consider how PoC obligations can be met when PGMs 
are available, and prioritize accordingly. While their deployment in 
urban environments will be subject to competing operational priorities 
and should be tightly controlled, PGMs must be used for a specific 
attack if doing so avoids or minimizes incidental harm (i.e. if it is  
a feasible precaution in the choice of means of warfare as understood  
in the LOAC).

 – Low-collateral-damage (LOCO) munitions: The heavy explosive 
payload and large destructive radius of some PGMs can lead to  
wide-area effects in spite of their accuracy and precision. Using LOCO 
munitions can reduce the damage to civilians and civilian objects  
in proximity to the intended target.

 – Direct-fire weapons: Snipers, anti-tank weapons, tanks and artillery, 
when used in a direct-fire role, offer advantages in immediacy of effect 
and relative precision over air-delivered munitions and indirect fire. 
Where there is line of sight, striking a target more precisely can reduce 
incidental civilian harm, although it may pose a greater risk to own 
troops by increasing their exposure and reducing their range from  
the target. Commanders will need to consider the destructive radius 
of such weapons even when used in a direct-fire role, and to balance 
the risk while accepting that adherence to the principles of the LOAC 
remains absolute.

 – Forces must not use weapons with indiscriminate effects, such  
as anti-personnel mines and cluster munitions.

TIME
Time-related questions relevant to PoC during urban warfare include:

 • What is the security and health of the population? How long can existing 
food, water or medical supplies last if interrupted by combat operations?

 • What is the baseline condition of critical infrastructure that supports  
the delivery of essential services? Are there emergency measures that need 
to be taken as soon as practicable, such as trucking in water where  
the municipal water-supply network has been damaged?

 • How long might the population take to react to messages  
such as warnings of an attack? How long might it take to evacuate?  
When should/must a warning be issued?
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 • How fast might enemy commanders take to respond to messages?

 • How long will it take before humanitarian organizations can start 
delivering assistance (medicines, food and water) or supporting  
other protection needs (e.g. searching for, collecting and evacuating  
the wounded and sick, the dead, and families of missing people)  
if a humanitarian pause can be arranged? How long would the whole 
process take?

 • Are there particular times at which the population might be less exposed 
to the risks of an attack, such as during hours of darkness (according to 
the PoL analysis)?

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
ROE provide authorization for, and place limits on, the use of force and the 
employment of specific capabilities. The relationship between ROE and target-
ing can be summarized as follows:

 • Forces may target only those military objectives permitted to be targeted 
in the relevant ROE.

 • ROE may impose policy restrictions on targeting that go beyond  
the requirements of the LOAC.

 • ROE must never permit targeting that is not consistent with the LOAC.

Prior to operations, commanders should confirm that all subordinates are 
familiar with and have rehearsed ROE authorized for combat operations. If 
appropriate, this should include situations where so-called “self-defence” 
ROE might be used. All troops must be clear on what is meant by civilians 
“directly participating in hostilities” (i.e. the circumstances that would cause 
them to lose their protection from attack under the LOAC) and be aware of 
the risks of errors caused by mischaracterizing benign civilian behaviours as 
suspicious (see the section on IPE/PoL above). In sum, commanders should be 
satisfied that there is adequate understanding, across the force under their 
command, of the principles that govern the use of force in combat (distinc-
tion, proportionality and precautions).

Unless circumstances do not permit, effective advance warning must be 
given of attacks that may affect the civilian population. The effectiveness of a 
warning should be assessed from the perspective of the civilian population: it 
should be accessible to and understood by as many civilians as possible among 
the population affected by the attack (women, men, boys and girls), and it 
should give them time to leave, find shelter or take other measures to protect 
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themselves. Most importantly, it must reduce their exposure to danger. Com-
manders should consider:

 • how best to pass on the information in order to ensure that it reaches,  
and is understood by, as many people as possible

 • whether the message is easy to understand and remember (i.e. clarity  
and lack of ambiguity)

 • how to maintain consistency of message across all partners and agencies

 • what constitutes sufficient notice in advance of the attack

 • whether the population is free to react to the warning

 • whether troops know that warnings have been issued and, where 
appropriate, are able to act in support of the directions received

 • how to treat those civilians who elect to remain (they should not be 
assumed to be associated with the enemy and should retain  
their protected status as civilians).

The LOAC prohibits the forced displacement of a population except if the se- 
curity of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons so demand, and 
only for as long as the conditions warranting it exist. Beyond this, the tem-
porary evacuation of the civilian population from an area of hostilities by a 
party to the conflict is one obvious precautionary measure that may be taken. 
For example, in besieged areas, temporary evacuations may be necessary and 
even legally required. In any case, evacuations should only be used as a pro-
tective measure of last resort: civilians should not be exposed to more danger 
than if they had stayed in place, and they cannot be compelled to leave a given 
area permanently (see Annex A for further guidance).

COURSE OF ACTION DEVELOPMENT  
AND EVALUATION
When developing own forces’ COAs, commanders and staff should consider 
a range of means and methods in order to comply with the LOAC, including 
the requirement to avoid or at least minimize civilian harm, while aiming to 
achieve the military objective and protecting the force. While the own-force 
plan will naturally reflect consideration of the likely enemy plan, it must also 
consider likely civilian reactions. Civilian presence will affect every phase of an 
operation, and commanders may be confronted with movements of civilians 
that they did not anticipate and whose needs they do not fully understand or 
have the capacity to meet.
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Each COA should be tested against the core principles of the LOAC, starting 
with military necessity and following the sequence of distinction, proportion-
ality and precautions. The likelihood and consequences of each action should 
be assessed and considered during wargaming, alongside friendly forces’ and 
enemies’ COAs.

DEPLOYMENT
During planning, commanders and staff should assess how deploying forces 
into an urban area – temporarily or for an extended period – could affect the 
population. Where bases are likely to be established, the LOAC requires parties 
to the conflict to avoid locating military objectives within or near densely popu- 
lated areas as far as possible. If this is unavoidable, the parties to the conflict 
have a responsibility to allow civilians to leave, or to evacuate or shelter civil-
ians who are at risk.

FIRE SUPPORT
Where urban combat cannot be avoided, planning staff may consider a range 
of COAs based upon various types of fire support. These need to be selected and 
controlled with the utmost care, since they will generally be the primary cause 
of civilian harm in urban areas. Recognized measures to control indirect fire 
and air support are covered in doctrine chapter, but it is worth re-emphasizing  
the importance for PoC of an accurate and continuously updated targeting 
process.

 • Direct fire: While the use of direct-fire weapons such as tanks, recoilless 
rocket launchers and sniper rifles may increase the exposure of own 
forces, the advantages of firing over line of sight to the target are 
considerable in terms of reducing civilian harm. COAs should therefore 
reflect these choices.

 • Indirect fire: Evidence from recent conflicts suggests that indirect-fire  
weapons will likely pose the greatest threat of civilian harm.  
The proximity of military objectives to civilians and civilian objects means 
that some weapons (such as multi-barrel rocket launchers) that would be 
lawful in open battlefields are considered indiscriminate in urban settings, 
even when clear identification is possible. Indirect-fire explosive weapons 
with a wide impact area should not be used against targets located in 
populated areas, unless sufficient mitigation measures are taken to limit 
their wide-area effects and the consequent risk of civilian harm. When 
developing COAs, staff should weigh up the options available, assessing 
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for example the availability of PGMs for artillery-launched systems and 
the priority of targets for deliberate engagement. As PGMs may be limited, 
alternative options to mitigate civilian harm must be clearly identified and 
presented (refer to chapter 6 for more details).

 • Close air support (CAS): Air-delivered munitions may also contribute to 
civilian harm, particularly when delivered during dynamic targeting (often 
from aircraft providing CAS). Air assets on standby should only be tasked 
to a target in an urban area if they are able to deliver precision weapons 
with an explosive payload that is “matched” to (equivalent to) the likely 
target. The Air Component Commander should ensure that there  
is an adequate match between the availability of these specific  
assets/weapons and the probability of engagement in an urban setting.

WARGAMING
Wargaming is a critical step in the planning process. Commanders and staff 
should consider civilian presence in the urban area and likely reactions to 
each of the COAs, using the following formal sequence: enemy action, own-
force action, civilian reaction. The civilian response should not be treated 
merely as an afterthought: it should remain a central consideration that 
informs the commander’s decision, and COAs should be adapted based on the 
likely civilian harm.

COMMANDER’S DECISION
COA SELECTION
When deciding on a COA, the commander will weigh up all of the factors con-
sidered to achieve the military objective, including the risk of civilian harm and 
the measures identified to reduce that harm. The chosen COA must reflect this 
responsibility and offer the commander the best option to achieve the objec-
tive with the lowest possible humanitarian impact (as required by the LOAC). 
The commander must own the decision based upon this analysis.

SCHEME OF MANOEUVRE
In drafting the scheme of manoeuvre for the operation, the commander should 
clearly indicate the intent regarding PoC. This should also be clearly expressed 
at subordinate levels of command.
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EXECUTION
The commander must be able to alter, suspend or cancel the execution of the 
mission – or of specific elements of the operation – at any time. This applies, 
for instance, if it becomes apparent that the target is not a military objective, 
that the attack would be indiscriminate, that additional precautions are feas-
ible to avoid or minimize civilian harm, or that the incidental harm is excessive 
in relation to the originally anticipated military advantage.

Summary
Planning for operations in urban areas is likely to be more complex than 
for those in open areas, in part because of the presence of civilians and 
civilian objects. Commanders and their staff should consider human terrain 
holistically, thinking not only about how the environment might affect the 
battle, but also about how the battle might affect the civilian population – 
and in particular the likelihood of civilian harm. The selection of the “best” 
COA should be made with this factor firmly in mind. The commander must 
own the decision in terms of its impact upon the civilian population and 
applicable legal obligations.
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ANNEX A: PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS  
FOR EVACUATION

Mosul, Iraq (March 2017): Civilians leave the Hay Tairan neighbourhood 
during the second phase of the military offensive to retake the city.

GENERAL POINTS
Under the LOAC, military commanders must take a range of precautions to pro-
tect the civilian population in urban operations. This can entail allowing civilians 
to leave for safer areas should they wish to do so, or otherwise removing them 
from the vicinity of military objectives, such as by evacuating them temporarily 
from besieged areas where hostilities are ongoing or expected to take place. 
Here, the term “evacuation” refers to the deliberate, organized movement of 
people away from conflict zones or hostilities through designated safe routes. 
Where possible, this is done through an agreement between all relevant parties 
to the conflict, who provide assurances of the evacuees’ safety.

Recent examples of urban warfare indicate that the evacuation of the affected 
population may become a critical part of an urban operation and central to 
reducing civilian harm. The circumstances of an evacuation can vary con-
siderably. It may take place early in the conflict or after months or years of 
stalemate. It may form a preliminary part of planned defensive or offensive 
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preparations or be carried out through a front-line block-by-block clearance 
operation. It might involve armed forces working alone or in conjunction with 
humanitarian organizations. It could involve civilians, the wounded or sick 
and/or detainees whose detention is related or unrelated to the conflict.

Evacuations should not be confused with civilians fleeing from hostilities 
spontaneously and without the involvement of the parties to the conflict (at 
greater personal risk). Civilians must be permitted to flee from hostilities at 
all times.

RISKS
Civilians who are being evacuated face a number of risks: they could be injured 
or killed in an attack (intentionally or not) or by mines, improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs) or ERW/UXO. Other risks they face include extrajudicial execu-
tion, disappearance, abuse (including sexual violence) and arbitrary detention. 
Families can become separated, while people might be sent to unsafe locations 
where they will face similar risks or be unable to access services and support. 
There is also a high risk that forcible evacuations may in fact amount to forced 
displacement (which is prohibited under the LOAC) and that people may not 
be able to return home.

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS RELATED TO EVACUATIONS
The following legal obligations must be observed when planning for and con-
ducting evacuation operations:

 • Civilians, detainees and the wounded or sick (i.e. anyone who is hors  

de combat) must not be attacked. They must be protected from incidental 
harm and treated humanely and in accordance with international law,  
and in particular with the LOAC. Civilians and persons hors de combat who, 
for whatever reason, do not take part in the evacuation remain protected 
by the LOAC and must not be attacked.

 • If civilians are displaced from their homes, the LOAC requires that 
all possible measures be taken to ensure that they enjoy satisfactory 
conditions of shelter, hygiene, health, safety and nutrition, and that 
families are not separated.

 • The property rights of displaced people must be protected.

 • Displaced people have the right to voluntary return in safety  
to their homes as soon as the reasons for their displacement cease  
to exist.
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 • Civilians or people not or no longer taking part in hostilities may choose  
to be evacuated voluntarily. They may also be evacuated against their will  
if their security or imperative military reasons so demand. Such evacuations 
must last no longer than required by the circumstances, otherwise they 
may amount to forced displacement, which is prohibited under the LOAC.

 • All possible measures must be taken to evacuate the wounded and sick  
to appropriate medical facilities. If people are detained, they must receive 
the medical care they need as a priority.

 • Anyone who is deprived of their liberty must be treated humanely  
at all times and in accordance with the LOAC. They must be held  
in places removed from the combat zone.

 • Children affected by armed conflict are entitled to special respect  
and protection, and their age must be taken into account.

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Evacuation can be a time-consuming process, which may require a delay or 
pause in military operations. Safe evacuations are best organized when all 
sides agree on the evacuation and the necessary logistics and coordination 
procedures. Commanders should consider the following questions when plan-
ning for evacuation operations:

 • What is the best way to communicate and coordinate with all parties 
involved, including civilians, humanitarian organizations and enemy 
commanders (where appropriate)?

 – To the extent possible, civilians should be given advance notice  
of the terms of the agreement, the destination site and the evacuation 
process, in a manner and a language that they can understand.

 • What measures can be taken to ensure that members of the same family 
are not separated?

 – For instance, children could be ID-tagged prior to the evacuation  
in case they become separated.

 • Where are the safe routes and the dangerous areas and (potentially 
explosive) objects to avoid, and how will they be marked or identified?

 • How will people move: on foot, by vehicle or by boat? Does transport need 
to be provided?

 • What baggage will people carry?
 – Evacuees should be allowed to take a reasonable amount of personal 

belongings (including valuables, identification documents and property 
titles), but not so much that it hampers the operation. They must not 
be deprived of objects indispensable to their survival.
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 • When will the evacuation begin and what is the time window  
for the operation?

 • What are the threats to civilians/evacuees and how best can these be 
defended against?

 • How will surrendering combatants/fighters be disarmed prior to 
movement?

 • How will assembly areas be secured before transport/movement, during 
the move (if stops are planned) and at the destination?

 • What movement controls will troops use (e.g. voice, loudspeaker  
– in a language and using different methods/forms of communication 
that can be understood – or smoke), and what posture will troops 
controlling movement adopt?

 • How will medical care (including trauma care) be provided?
 – Where there are wounded or sick combatants/fighters, medical facilities 

may need to be secured and protected against attempted reprisals.

 • How will food, hygiene and shelter requirements be met during 
evacuation and at the destination site (and what will the related logistics 
arrangements be)?

 • What reception procedures will be in place at the destination, including 
time and facilities for screening if applicable (see Annex B below)?

 • What detention facilities and arrangements will be in place for the lawful 
processing of combatants/fighters, where appropriate?

 • How many people have remained behind in the combat area,  
and where are they located?

 • What orders will be issued, how will the operation be rehearsed  
and what will the chain of command be?

Summary
Being evacuated from an urban area is a distressing experience for civilians. 
The operation can also pose a significant challenge to a force that has not 
adequately prepared. Comprehensive planning, liaison and rehearsal will 
help to ensure that the evacuation proceeds successfully, with a consequent 
reduction in the potential for civilian harm.
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ANNEX B: PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS  
FOR SECURITY SCREENING

Mosul, Iraq (February 2017): Civilians displaced from the west of the city 
await reception by the Iraqi Army.

GENERAL POINTS
In urban conflicts, large numbers of people typically attempt to leave the com-
bat area, whether by pre-arranged evacuation or when escaping the fighting. 
In order to maintain security, states will often screen the population, usually 
through their armed forces. This is often done in situ (such as at peoples’ homes 
once a neighbourhood has been seized), at checkpoints, at specially designated/
dedicated sites (such as temporary or re-purposed facilities), or at transit sites 
or camps for displaced people. Critically, in each of these cases, troops should 
be acting upon the direction of their commanders, who should be both aware of 
and responsible for the actions of their subordinates. Screening should not take 
place in informal, ad hoc locations unknown to the commander in charge of the 
process. As far as possible, it should not take place close to combat oper ations 
where non-combatants might be particularly vulnerable.
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Since screening is often conducted in tense and difficult situations, the risk 
of civilian harm is high, be it through inadequate material conditions dur-
ing screening, abuse and ill-treatment, arbitrary deprivation of liberty after 
screening, family separation or people going missing. Simple and clear pro-
cedures should be followed, without unnecessary delay, in order to reduce the 
potential for such harm. 

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Screening necessarily involves some degree of restriction of movement, 
whether at a checkpoint, a designated site or a person’s home. International 
human rights law (IHRL), which continues to apply in times of armed conflict, 
states that all people, including those who are internally displaced, have the 
right to freedom of movement. Yet under IHRL, certain elements of this right 
can be restricted for security reasons and the right to freedom of movement 
can be derogated from during periods of emergency and armed conflict, pro-
vided these restrictions and derogations are lawful, necessary and propor-
tionate. Note that direct or indirect restrictions of movement may, in certain 
cases, amount to a de facto deprivation of liberty (i.e. detention), in which case 
all relevant LOAC protections apply.

All those participating in the screening process must adhere to the following 
key principles:

 • All people must be treated humanely.

 • There must be no adverse distinction between or discrimination against 
people undergoing screening.

 • Those awaiting screening must enjoy humane living conditions.

 • People who are particularly at risk must be protected.

 • When screening amounts to detention, relevant LOAC rules  
must be applied. 

 • When digital tools and technologies are used for screening, particular 
attention must be paid to the associated risks to people’s safety, integrity 
and dignity in the short, medium and long terms (e.g. data leaks  
and misuse of personal data).

 • When screening involves the processing of personal data, this must be 
done fairly and only for specific purposes laid down by law. Data subjects 
must be informed of the purpose and means of the processing. Personal 
data should be appropriate for and relevant to the purposes for which they 
are processed. Such data should be stored and processed in a manner that 
ensures an appropriate level of security and confidentiality. The unique 
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capacity of biometric data to identify individuals makes it particularly 
sensitive, so additional care and attention must be given to the processing 
of such data.

PLANNING GUIDANCE FOR COMMANDERS
In view of the considerable potential for civilian harm during screening, com-
manders should follow the guidance set out below:

 • Material conditions
 – The screening site should be selected and prepared with due 

consideration for safety, shelter and hygiene.
 – Adequate food, water and medical care should be available, and 

should be provided in a timely manner and in a way that is culturally 
respectful, age- and gender-sensitive, and disability-inclusive.

 – The site should be well-defined and marked, ideally with a secure 
perimeter that affords cover from view. 

 – If screening takes place in people’s houses, formal procedures should 
be observed, including respect for private property. 

 • Screening procedures
 – The authority in charge of and accountable for the screening  

process should be clearly designated. There should be a clear chain  
of command, particularly when several forces are involved.  
This will require prior coordination with partner forces. 

 – Legal advice should be available to the on-site commander.
 – Clear guidance/SOPs should be drafted, displayed and briefed  

to all troops to make them aware of the responsibilities, conduct  
and safeguards of the screening process. All forces involved should 
undergo thorough training on this guidance, and carry out rehearsals, 
before screening takes place. 

 – Personnel should be assigned to carry out the screening process  
in sufficient numbers in order to facilitate rapid processing and avoid 
the adverse consequences of delays. 

 – Objective screening criteria should be established. These should be 
based on ROE, the detention framework and/or SOPs, grounded  
in domestic and/or international law, and clearly understood  
by everyone involved.

 – Individuals undergoing screening should receive clear and relevant 
information, in the appropriate language, about the screening process, 
including why it is being carried out, how the process works and how 
long it will take. The process should be explained to unaccompanied 
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children in age-appropriate language and the information should be 
accessible to people with disabilities.

 – Personal belongings, including phones and identification documents, 
should not be confiscated unless absolutely necessary. If such 
belongings are taken, they should be promptly returned to the owner 
at the end of the process. Identification documents should be checked 
and copied rather than seized. 

 – As far as possible, women should be screened by women and men  
by men. Physical searches and interviews should be carried out  
in a dignified manner and a parent or guardian must be present  
for children/minors, even when they are considered suspects.

 – During screening, force may only be used against civilians and against 
adversaries under the control of the screening force if it is lawful, 
necessary and proportionate (in accordance with international  
law-enforcement principles and standards and with domestic law).  
A person who refuses to obey military orders or poses a threat during 
screening does not necessarily become a lawful target under the LOAC. 
If there any doubts, such a person must be presumed to be protected 
against attack.

 – There must be an established process for recording, reporting and 
investigating allegations of ill-treatment, and for taking appropriate 
disciplinary action. This process must be universally known and 
understood, including by individuals undergoing screening. 

 – Forces should record the names of people transferred to another 
agency or referred to external medical facilities and inform their family 
members. People must not be transferred to another authority (i.e. 
from another state), including to partner forces, if they will be at risk 
of torture, ill-treatment, arbitrary deprivation of life or persecution.

 – Post-screening security clearance should be issued in writing and 
a copy should be given to the screened person to prevent subsequent 
delays at screening sites or arrest (unless it is for an unrelated offence). 

 – Appropriate security measures must be in place whenever personal 
data are collected and stored. The people whose data have been 
collected must not be put at risk. 

 • Population-related factors
 – Screening procedures should give priority to those who are most 

vulnerable to specific risks. Their particular protection and assistance 
needs should be incorporated and/or specific measures should be taken 
to ensure that they have access to essential items and services (such as 
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food, water, shelter and health care), without adverse distinction when 
compared with others. This category may include women and children, 
older people, people with disabilities and those from certain religious or 
ethnic backgrounds. It may also include the wounded and sick, who will 
need to be transferred to medical facilities to receive appropriate care. 

 – Every effort must be made to avoid family members becoming 
separated. Where adults need to be separated from relatives 
temporarily for security reasons, they should be allowed to maintain 
contact with their family members within and outside the screening 
facility and to reunite with them as soon as possible. Wherever 
possible, siblings should not be separated. Children should remain  
in the care of a parent, adult family member or trusted caretaker  
at all times, including when they are being screened. 

 – Unaccompanied minors (those who arrive at the screening site alone 
or are separated from their accompanying family member following 
screening) should be quickly identified and referred to pre-identified 
child protection services in accordance with established procedures. 
Age-assessment procedures should be known and followed,  
and the principle of presumption of minority should be applied. 

 – Coordination arrangements with relevant civilian authorities should  
be in place to ensure that the forces conducting security screening  
do not facilitate the unlawful expulsion of refugees, asylum seekers 
and people fleeing violence (including fighters). 

 – Forces should identify children who are or were associated with armed 
forces or armed groups (not only as fighters but also as cooks, porters 
or spies, or for sexual purposes). These children are entitled to specific 
legal protections and are also likely to have specific and gendered 
protection needs. Handover protocols and other procedures should 
be in place so they can be referred to the appropriate child protection 
services. Children must only be detained as a measure of last  
resort – and for the minimum time possible.

 – Women and girls should be screened by women in a location that 
affords them the appropriate level of privacy, safety and respect for 
cultural norms. Pregnant, breastfeeding and menstruating women may 
require additional assistance – including access to food, water, toilets 
and health care – for themselves and for their children. 

 – Individuals who report themselves to be or are identified as victims 
of sexual violence may require access to rape kits within 72 hours and 
should be given the option of immediate referral to a health-care facility.
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 – Where feasible, impartial humanitarian organizations should be 
allowed to be present and provide their services.

 • Post-screening detention 
After screening, individuals who do not receive security clearance may 
be arrested for suspected criminal conduct, detained for imperative 
reasons of security or, if they are combatants in an international armed 
conflict,26 transferred to a prisoner-of-war (POW) internment facility. 
Failure to follow the correct procedures for each type of detention can 
pose considerable potential for harm. Armed forces should ensure that 
doctrine and training for detention are comprehensive and comply with 
applicable law. In order to prevent adverse effects and mitigate the burden 
on detaining authorities of ensuring appropriate treatment and conditions 
of detention, detainees must be treated in accordance with the LOAC, 
domestic law and applicable minimum standards:

 – All detainees must be:

 • registered

 • treated humanely

 • provided with humane living conditions, including sufficient food, 
water, clothing and shelter, and appropriate medical attention,  
and have access to open air

 • allowed to correspond with their families.
 – The detention facility must be adequately resourced – including 

sufficient staff (male and female security personnel, medical staff, etc.) 
and material resources (water, food, health-care facilities, electricity 
and ventilation) – in a manner that is age- and gender-sensitive, 
disability-inclusive and culturally appropriate for the detainee 
population. 

 – Detainees should be transferred between detaining authorities  
in accordance with pre-arranged procedures, and all transfers should 
be recorded. If detainees are transferred to forces belonging to another 
state, the principle of non-refoulement must be upheld.

 – Children should not face prosecution merely for associating with 
armed groups. Children suspected of having committed crimes while 

26 In international armed conflicts, all members of the armed forces (except medical 
and religious personnel) are defined as “combatants” who, when in the power of 
the enemy, receive “prisoner of war” (POW) status. In non-international armed 
conflicts, there is no combatant status and no POW status, but individuals who pose 
an imperative security threat, including fighters or others who directly participate 
in hostilities, may be interned or prosecuted under domestic law.
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associated with armed groups should be treated first and foremost 
as victims, and alternatives to judicial proceedings should be sought. 
Consideration should be given to handing over such children to civilian 
child protection services. 

 – Individuals suspected of criminal conduct must be afforded all judicial 
guarantees as required by the LOAC and domestic law.

 – Those interned for imperative reasons of security must be afforded 
procedural safeguards as required by domestic and international law 
and applicable minimum standards.

 – POWs must be handled in accordance with the LOAC.

Summary
Screening large numbers of people fleeing fighting in an urban area 
presents a considerable risk of civilian harm in many forms. This potential 
for harm can be significantly reduced through detailed planning (including 
logistics arrangements), clear directives, a transparent chain of command, 
comprehensive training and rehearsals, and close and effective monitoring 
and oversight.
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ANNEX C: GUIDANCE ON HUMANITARIAN ACCESS

Masaken Hanano district, Aleppo, Syria (November 2016): The ICRC and the 
Syrian Arab Red Crescent assess living conditions for people who decide to 
come back once it will be possible.

BACKGROUND
In urban operations, allowing impartial humanitarian organizations to access 
and help people affected by the fighting can greatly reduce civilian harm. But 
many recent conflicts have seen such organizations denied access by all sides, 
including both states party to the armed conflict and NSAGs. These obstacles 
have come in many forms, from lengthy delays in issuing authorization and 
denial of access on the grounds of military necessity, to burdensome red tape 
and a lack of security guarantees for humanitarian personnel.

Humanitarian access is a central pillar of an effective PoC strategy. It requires 
regular and frequent dialogue between all parties, not just when the ability of 
impartial humanitarian organizations to carry out their work is threatened or 
restricted. Negotiating access is a political process informed first and foremost 
by humanitarian considerations and, to a lesser extent, by legal considerations.
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LOAC RULES ON HUMANITARIAN ACCESS
The LOAC sets out key ground rules for parties to the conflict and impartial 
humanitarian organizations. Importantly, these rules are not a “blank cheque” 
for either party. Instead, they provide a framework for what all sides can and 
cannot do, while always striking a balance between military necessity and 
humanitarian imperatives.

Although the relevant rules vary slightly depending on the nature of the 
conflict (international armed conflict other than occupation, occupation, or 
non-international armed conflict), the LOAC framework governing humani-
tarian can be summarized into five interdependent “layers”:

 • Each party to an armed conflict bears the primary obligation to meet  
the basic needs of the population under its control.

 • Impartial humanitarian organizations have the right to offer their services 
in order to carry out humanitarian activities, in particular when the needs 
of the victims of an armed conflict are not fulfilled.

 • Impartial humanitarian activities undertaken in situations of armed 
conflict are generally subject to the consent of the parties to the conflict.

 • Once impartial humanitarian relief schemes have been agreed to,  
the parties to the armed conflict, as well as all states that are not party  
to it, are expected to allow and facilitate the rapid and unimpeded passage 
of the relief schemes, subject to their right of control.

 • Parties to the armed conflict must respect and protect humanitarian 
personnel and objects. This means first and foremost that they must 
not be attacked. The parties must also do their utmost to prevent relief 
from being diverted or looted, and to ensure the safety of convoys. This 
protection allows humanitarian personnel to act effectively for the benefit 
of people in need. To this end, the parties should provide clear and strict 
instructions to their forces to protect humanitarian relief and personnel, 
including promoting respect for the red cross and red crescent emblems.

An offer of services can only be refused on two grounds:

 • When the offer of services comes from an organization that does not 
qualify as impartial and is not humanitarian in nature.

 • When there are simply no needs to meet in the area in question because, 
for instance, the party to an armed conflict has the capacity and is willing 
to fulfil its primary obligation.
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For the ICRC, the military necessity argument is not a valid ground to de-
finitively turn down an offer of services. This argument can only be invoked 
to regulate humanitarian access, not to prohibit an impartial humanitarian 
organization from operating in the territory of the parties to armed conflict. 
The organization therefore considers that the military necessity argument can 
only be invoked in relation to specific relief operations once the offer of ser-
vices has been accepted. In other words, military necessity must be limited 
geographically and temporally.

GUIDANCE FOR COMMANDERS
Commanders of forces operating in urban areas should ensure that:

 • there is clear understanding among staff and subordinates  
of the obligation to allow humanitarian access for impartial humanitarian 
organizations

 • there is an understanding and awareness of the humanitarian 
organizations likely to be present in the urban environment, the principles 
governing their operations and the need to protect and respect their staff 
and objects

 • there is a means of communicating with impartial humanitarian 
organizations, both through the HQ and on the ground, which enables 
routine coordination and rapid communication in an emergency.
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GENERAL POINTS
A PMO is a formal arrangement between partners to achieve a specific military 
aim within a conflict. PMOs include activities such as training, train and equip, 
advise, assist and accompany missions, as well as detention operations, kinetic 
support and provision of logistics and intelligence.27 Any gap between the 
respective partners’ views of intent, capacity and leadership poses a potential 
risk to civilians in urban conflict areas where PMOs are a feature.

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
States are required, to the extent feasible, to exercise their influence with their 
partners to promote compliance with the LOAC. Commanders, planners and 
legal advisers must be aware that not all states are party to the same LOAC 
treaties, but that customary international humanitarian law (IHL)28 applies to 
all parties to a conflict. Similarly, even those states that are party to the same 
treaties may not have the same interpretations of the law embodied in those 
treaties, while others may be party to further conventions that place add-
itional constraints on their use of force or weapons. Host-nation obligations 
may impose additional territorial constraints on ROE.

Commanders should discuss with partners to ensure a common understanding 
of ROE and to harmonize their application in the urban environment, working 
to the higher standard rather than the lowest common denominator. Particular 
attention should also be paid to the understanding of what constitutes “direct 
participation in hostilities”, and to what situations could be understood as 
justifying the use of self-defence ROE.

DOCTRINE
State armed forces that are likely to take part in PMOs should have doctrine, 
instructions and other guidance that apply in these operations, highlighting how 
PoC can be maintained as a strategic priority of both partners. For legal compli-
ance and harm reduction reasons, such doctrine and instructions should include:
 • the means, methods and equipment available to partners and how  

they might affect the ability to conduct operations in compliance  
with the LOAC

27 See: ICRC, Allies, Partners and Proxies: Managing Support Relationships in Armed Conflict 
to Reduce the Human Cost of War, 2021, ICRC, Geneva: https://shop.icrc.org/allies-
partners-and-proxies-managing-support-relationships-in-armed-conflict-to-
reduce-the-human-cost-of-war.html.

28 Customary law is law emerging from general state practice and accepted as law. 
Customary IHL fills gaps in treaty law and so strengthens the protection offered to 
victims of conflict.
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 • mitigation measures for urban warfare challenges specific to both 
supporting and supported partners (in terms of command, control, 
coordination and situational awareness) in order to enhance PoC

 • monitoring and review processes that enable doctrine to be updated  
in a manner consistent with PoC

 • the process by which commanders and subordinates will be held 
accountable in case of misconduct or violation of the law

 • specific, clear and comprehensive provisions governing the approach  
to arrests and detention, reflecting legal obligations and recognizing  
the specific risks of such events in terms of civilian harm.

PLANNING
Before PMOs commence, both the supporting and supported partners should 
ensure that their approach to PoC is aligned, consistent and in accordance 
with the LOAC. The support should be contingent upon this understanding. 
This joint approach should be clearly articulated in any agreement between the 
parties, applied in operational- and tactical-level planning, and clearly spelled 
out in orders, SOPs and other guidance.

Planning and operational orders should use precise, doctrinally agreed lan-
guage to clearly state the legitimate missions and tasks of subordinates, in 
order to avoid the risk of misunderstanding and possible violations of the 
LOAC. This is particularly important in multinational operations where part-
ners share a common operating language and some personnel may not be 
native speakers of that language.

When operating as part of a coalition with partner forces, there must be clearly 
articulated policies on PoC-related information- and intelligence-sharing. 
These polices should include an assessment of how intelligence will be used 
by the recipient, or should establish safeguards to verify the accuracy of infor-
mation shared.

A supported host nation’s authorities may have limited institutional capacity 
to protect and assist civilians during urban operations and help them deal 
with its consequences. This capacity should be assessed during operational 
planning. If there are gaps, options should be considered to address them, 
such as through discussions at study days, CPXs and field training (see below). 
Conversely, host-nation partnered forces may have wider sources of human 
intelligence and a better understanding of human terrain, geography and 
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structures, or the location, interdependency and functioning of critical civil-
ian infrastructure. Commanders should seek to exploit such expertise for PoC 
purposes.

TRAINING
Urban warfare training is pivotal to enhancing PoC during partnered operations 
and must be tailored to the military capability and technology available to part-
ners. Providing situational awareness training as part of a PMO can support the 
application of core LOAC principles, ROE and targeting procedures. Supporting 
and supported commanders should identify, discuss and exercise scenarios that 
could result in civilian harm (including fatalities) in order to clarify, encourage 
and develop a common understanding of, and approach to, PoC.

LOAC training, again tailored to the partner force’s experience and  capabilities, 
will often be a key element of the relationship. Such training can help to reduce 
civilian harm in three ways:

 • by enhancing understanding of LOAC (and PoC) principles and how  
they apply in practice in the urban environment

 • by clarifying roles, responsibilities and acceptable conduct in areas  
of risk (such as detention operations, evacuations and security screening) 
and equipping partner forces with the specific skills needed for urban 
operations (including avoiding or minimizing damage to critical 
infrastructure, and detecting, marking and clearing ERW/UXO)

 • by improving the joint conduct of urban warfare, thereby enabling  
a force to fight more effectively in accordance with LOAC principles 
without the need to resort to weapons or tactics to achieve the mission 
that might threaten civilians.

Importantly, the LOAC should not merely be taught as a standalone module 
or course with a PMO focus. In fact, all military training must be consistent 
with LOAC requirements and provide opportunities to strengthen or clarify the 
associated rules.

It is likewise equally important to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of 
training. Observations on partners’ PoC-related conduct should feed into the 
design and implementation of further training or mentoring.
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CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS
In PMOs, having multiple partners working together can lead to unclear or 
confusing chains of command, a diffusion of responsibility for compliance 
with the LOAC, and a lack of understanding and alignment over how civilians 
and others (including the dead) are to be protected. This situation underscores 
the need for clarity of accountability at all levels across a coalition.

In the conduct of operations, the application of LOAC (and PoC) principles can 
be enhanced by:

 • sharing information on routine civilian behaviour and other matters 
(provided this does not pose a risk to the civilian population)

 • ensuring that there is a clear understanding of the risks to civilians when 
carrying out tactical, logistic, kinetic and intelligence support activities

 • monitoring and reporting violations by both partners and own forces,  
with clear reporting chains and responsibilities

 • assisting partners with equipment, such as intelligence, surveillance  
and reconnaissance capabilities

 • giving clear direction on joint responsibilities for (and priority of) PoC 
when delivering tactical orders

 • maintaining consistency of message across all partners and national 
agencies when issuing warnings to civilians.

MONITORING AND REVIEWING
Monitoring is often the only way of knowing whether urban operations are 
being conducted in accordance with the LOAC. Yet the decentralized nature of 
such operations, and the tendency for small units to operate independently, 
makes monitoring especially challenging in this environment. States that sup-
port parties to an armed conflict should consider:

 • remaining physically alongside partners during the planning  
and execution of operations

 • establishing and carrying out joint AARs to evaluate all aspects  
of the operations (positive and negative), including in relation to PoC,  
and taking corrective action

 • engaging directly with the civilian population, people deprived  
of their liberty and others affected by the armed conflict (where appropriate) 
in order to understand and assess the conduct of the parties

 • taking account of information on the conduct of operations provided  
by a wide range of external monitoring bodies, particularly those that  
are independent and impartial
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 • developing mechanisms to hold the partner force to account for  
any problematic behaviour observed through monitoring, and identifying 
corrective action as required

 • monitoring and reviewing all measures put in place to improve 
compliance with the LOAC and attempting to replicate those practices  
that have proved effective for humanitarian purposes

 • encouraging parties to engage with impartial humanitarian organizations 
in a transparent manner, or facilitating such engagement  
(e.g. constructive, confidential, bilateral dialogue with the ICRC  
on the conduct of hostilities and related matters)

 • integrating monitoring mechanisms into learning processes and,  
where appropriate, making adjustments to prevent issues from recurring.

Summary
Because PMOs can lead to a diffusion of responsibility and a lack of 
accountability for actions on the ground, they may significantly increase 
the risk of civilian harm in urban operations. But they also present clear 
opportunities to reduce harm through the implementation of clear safeguards 
and mechanisms. These should be introduced and clearly defined at the outset 
of the arrangement, consolidated during training and planning, and closely 
monitored throughout the operation itself. A demonstrable commitment to 
PoC at all levels of command will be critical to success.
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AVOIDING OR MITIGATING CIVILIAN HARM
An analysis of urban operations case studies reveals a range of means or  
methods for avoiding the use of force in an urban area, reducing the amount 
of force employed, and mitigating its consequences. These are presented in 
the diagram below, which is provided for illustrative purposes only and should 
not be considered incremental. The precise means and methods employed will 
depend on the context and on an analysis of the particular risk to civilians. 
Several measures may be taken simultaneously. Each measure is discussed in 
detail in the section that follows.

 • Avoid or limit combat in urban areas 
Shaping operations in a way that either avoids or limits urban combat 
should be a priority. Commanders should consider:

 – whether combat operations are necessary in the urban area  
and in the immediate timeframe

AVOIDING OR MITIGATING CIVILIAN HARM
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 – whether the enemy can be engaged on other terrain or simply isolated 
and bypassed (which will reduce the likelihood of civilian harm),  
and whether strategies and tactics (including psychological operations) 
can be employed to drive the enemy out of urban areas

 – assessing the potential humanitarian risks of siege or encirclement 
strategies and, if used, only directing them against an enemy’s forces 
(civilians must be allowed to leave the besieged area whenever feasible 
(see the legal framework in chapter 2) and other measures to mitigate 
civilian harm, such as tactical measures to reduce the period  
of encirclement, should be adopted)

 – leaving escape routes open for enemy withdrawal in order to avoid 
combat and clear them from civilian-populated areas

 – creating protected zones as foreseen under the LOAC (e.g. to shelter 
certain categories of people from the dangers of armed conflict  
or to avoid urban fighting altogether); establishing these zones 
requires the consent of all parties, and the ICRC can act as a neutral 
intermediary or initiator for this purpose.

 • Engage in dialogue with enemy commanders or their influencers 
Dialogue should always be considered as an option to encourage  
the enemy to withdraw, or at the very least to open discussions  
or a negotiation on safe civilian evacuation (including searching  
for and evacuating wounded and sick civilians and combatants). 
Commanders should consider:

 – engaging at all levels of command
 – making repeated attempts to establish contact if required
 – exploiting local knowledge, including among partner forces  

and religious, community and tribal leaders
 – using various communication methods, including representatives  

of humanitarian organizations as neutral intermediaries.

 • Make a show of force to deter the enemy from fighting 
As well as negotiating, it can often be helpful to demonstrate combat 
power as a way to deter an enemy from fighting and therefore reduce  
the risk to civilians. Examples observed from recent operations include:

 – a fast jet overflight
 – a mass equipment movement
 – overt deployment to an assembly area.

 • Delay and/or pause operations 
Delaying or pausing operations allows time for other actions to take 
place, including warnings, negotiation, civilian evacuation and efforts by 
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humanitarian organizations. Commanders will need to balance the tactical 
need for momentum with the potential strategic and humanitarian benefit 
of a pause. Once established, repeat pauses can be conducted as necessary.

 • Issue effective warnings 
Warning civilians in a language they can understand (through leaflet 
drops, radio and TV broadcasts, and social media) allows them  
to take measures to protect themselves (and is therefore a mitigation 
measure compliant with the LOAC, along with preparing for large-scale 
displacement). However, it should not be assumed that civilians have 
followed warnings – this must be verified. Likewise, civilians who have 
stayed behind should not be assumed to be associated with the enemy:  
on the contrary, they retain their protected status.

 • Assume buildings are occupied 
It should always be assumed that buildings are occupied by civilians until 
it can be proved otherwise.

 • Use, create or enhance defensive terrain 
When a force is threatened with attack in an urban area (such as by 
vehicle-borne IEDs or direct weapon assault), simply building or 
enhancing close defences can prove effective at defending the force while 
reducing the potential risk to civilians by avoiding the need to resort to 
kinetic responses. Examples observed in recent operations include:

 – carrying out field engineering and earthworks (e.g. ditches and berms), 
while taking care to avoid damaging urban utilities (e.g. pipes and 
cables)

 – maintaining a mobile engineering capability as the force manoeuvres  
to deploy during halts.

 • Perform non-kinetic operations 
There may be situations where a particular objective can be achieved 
through non-kinetic means while reducing the potential for civilian harm. 
Examples include:

 – information operations to drive the enemy out of the urban area  
or persuade it to cease fighting (including through leaflet drops,  
radio broadcasts and digital means)

 – cyber operations to affect the urban battlefield remotely, such as 
isolating and switching off the power supply to an enemy command 
centre while leaving the power to other areas unaffected (where cyber 
operations are expected to damage or disable objects, their use remains 
governed by the same LOAC rules that apply to all attacks, including 
the principles of distinction, proportionality and precautions).
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 • Use less-lethal weapons 
Where operations are taking place in the close presence of a civilian 
population, so-called less-lethal weapons and equipment may be 
considered alongside conventional weapons (firearms), provided  
such weapons are used in accordance with applicable operational legal 
frameworks including the LOAC. The term “less-lethal weapon”  
is generally used to describe weapons that carry a lower risk of death  
or serious injury than firearms, if used within strict constraints. Examples 
include blunt-impact projectiles (plastic, rubber or foam bullets),  
electric-shock weapons (tasers) and stun or flash-bang grenades. The use 
of riot control agents (such as tear gas and pepper spray) as a method  
of warfare is prohibited.29 The availability and use of less-lethal weapons 
does not affect the protected status of civilians, who must not be targeted 
with any weapon.

 • Carry out strike operations or raids 
Limited strike operations or raids may lessen the potential for civilian 
harm when compared with a broad assault into an urban area supported 
by indirect fire. Such operations must be conducted in accordance  
with the LOAC, and must:

 – have a precisely defined objective (or objectives)
 – be performed by well-trained and equipped forces with specific orders 

to avoid civilian harm
 – balance the risk to own forces against the potential to achieve  

the military objective with reduced civilian harm.

 • Use direct-fire weapons 
While indirect-fire weapons offer some advantages in terms of range  
and FP, they can present significant challenges in terms of civilian  
harm. Where the target can be positively identified and the platform  
can be brought into range, direct-fire weapons (such as snipers, recoilless 
rifles, anti-tank guided weapons, tank guns used in direct-fire mode  
and helicopter air-to-ground guided rockets) offer opportunities to match 
the weapon system to the target set and achieve the military objective 
while reducing the potential for civilian harm.

 • Limit weapons’ area effects 
In urban warfare, the use of explosive weapons with wide-area effects 
is likely to cause greater civilian harm because of the potential for 

29 See also: ICRC, “The Use of Weapons and Equipment in Law Enforcement Operations”,  
May 2020: https://www.icrc.org/en/document/use-weapons-and-equipment-law- 
enforcement-operations. 

https://www.icrc.org/en/document/use-weapons-and-equipment-law-enforcement-operations
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/use-weapons-and-equipment-law-enforcement-operations
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indiscriminate strikes on both military objectives and civilians and civilian 
objects. Commanders should not use these weapons unless they can take 
sufficient mitigation measures to limit their wide-area effects.

 • Rigorously apply targeting procedures 
The complexity and interconnectedness of the urban environment makes 
complying with the principles of the LOAC more challenging than  
in other settings. But even though distinction is made more difficult  
by reduced sight lines, confused thermal signatures and echoing sounds, 
the obligation for forces to distinguish combatants from non-combatants 
and military objectives from civilian objects remains. Indeed, effective 
distinction is at the core of “safe” targeting. Potential measures for 
complying with the LOAC and minimizing civilian harm are set out below:

 – Strictly apply positive target identification, conduct timely PoL 
analysis and issue warnings to reduce risk to civilians: In order  
to comply with the principle of distinction under the LOAC, a decision  
to strike a target must be based on confirmation that the target is  
a military objective. Similarly, timely analysis of civilian behaviour  
and routine in the area of the intended target – along with  
an assessment of critical civilian infrastructure and the services  
that it supports – will help to ensure compliance with the principle  
of precautions. Effective advance warning of a strike must be issued  
in order to reduce civilian harm, unless circumstances do not permit.

 – Select precision munitions with a payload matched to the target: 
Precision munitions (using laser, radar, GPS or other satellite guidance) 
are consistent with the principle of precautions because they reduce  
the circular error probable. But precision guidance alone may not 
reduce the explosive effect on the intended target, so CDE procedures 
should be applied in order to assess the likely radius of the blast effect. 
Where available, LOCO munitions30 should be selected as a way  
to reduce and/or focus the blast-affected area.

 – Adjust the fuse, direction and angle of attack to reduce civilian 
harm: Selecting the most appropriate fuse – airburst, detonation-on-
impact or delayed-detonation – based on a detailed assessment of the 

30 This can be achieved by three measures: reducing the explosive yield, focusing the 
blast explosive in a particular direction in order to reduce the wide blast effect of the 
munition (which is largely responsible for structural damage), and manufacturing 
the bomb casing from carbon fibre or similar materials (to reduce metal fragments 
and shrapnel) or from frangible materials that have reduced kinetic energy and do 
not travel as far from the point of impact.
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military objective can further reduce civilian harm by ensuring, as far 
as possible, that the effect is focused on the intended target. In some 
circumstances, it may also be possible to adjust the direction and angle 
of attack, especially where buildings might serve to shield civilians 
from the blast.

 – Only use indirect-fire weapons if the target and fall of shot can be 
observed directly (by eye or remotely by aircraft or UAV).

 – “Walk” indirect fire onto the target from an uninhabited area (rather 
than adjusting by bracketing the intended target).

 – Assess safety distances for civilians and civilian objects using a similar 
approach as for own troops, while recognizing that civilians will not be 
protected (i.e. they will not be wearing body armour or helmets or be 
trained to respond in a way that reduces their exposure).

 – Do not use anti-personnel landmines or cluster munitions.

 • Protect and sustain health care for civilians 
The operational environment should be re-assessed at regular intervals 
during an operation, including:

 – the locations of medical facilities and the essential services upon which 
they rely

 – the different types of health-care provider and their vehicles (with 
vehicle, facility and personnel identification arrangements, markings 
and symbols regularly updated)

Medical vehicles – including those evacuating the wounded and sick 
either formally (authorized by the state or other authorities,  
and identifiable as such) or informally (any vehicle transporting  
the wounded and sick in an emergency) – and patients moving by foot 
should be prioritized for safe passage.

During operations, ongoing coordination with health-care providers, 
NGOs, the ICRC and other organizations is required, and coordination 
processes and procedures should be reviewed and updated as needed.

Medical personnel and patients should have access to facilities, including 
via transfer in medical vehicles, at all times.

During targeting, the proximity of civilian and military medical facilities 
to military objectives (of own and opposing forces) must be assessed  
in order to avoid potential direct damage and indirect impacts  
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(e.g. disruption of essential utilities), and access for patients  
and their families must be assessed and taken into account.

Before carrying out an attack on a medical facility that has lost  
its protected status, a warning must be given.31 Where appropriate,  
this should include a time limit, which must go unheeded before an attack 
is permitted. Armed forces must also take measures to limit the potential 
humanitarian consequences of the attack.

 • Monitor, track and report civilian harm 
Commanders should consider:

 – setting up a CCT cell or similar mechanism to track, assess  
and investigate all suspected incidents of civilian harm and damage  
to civilian objects, to consider the correlation between civilian harm 
and the means and methods of warfare, and to learn lessons  
and incorporate these into doctrine, training, planning and practice

 – continuously monitoring and reporting on the extent of incidental 
harm, drawing on information from as many sources as possible – 
including local forensic offices to establish the precise causes  
of death where appropriate.

 • Assist and make amends 
Commanders should identify measures to:

 – effectively investigate all incidents, allegations and reports, take 
all necessary steps to establish accountability for the harm caused 
(including through prosecution where appropriate), and provide 
compensation and other forms of reparation to civilians in accordance 
with international and domestic law

 – create (or expand) a programme of ex gratia payments, as well as other 
measures designed to alleviate the harm suffered by civilians as a result 
of military action.

 • Conduct an after-action review 
A timely, detailed and objective AAR should be conducted following 
all operations. It should include a focus on civilian harm, with input 
from civilian organizations operating on the ground. The results should 

31 “Special protection is lost when they commit acts harmful to the enemy outside  
of their humanitarian duties, but only after due warning is given and after a time  
limit for stopping such acts has remained unheeded (GC I, Art 21; GC II, Art 34;  
AP I, 13(1); ICRC CIHL, Rules 28 and 29).” Source: M. Sassòli, “Joint Blog Series:  
Medical care in armed conflict PART II”, January 2019: https://blogs.icrc.org/law- 
and-policy/2019/01/24/joint-blog-series-medical-care-armed-conflict-part-ii/. 
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feed swiftly into doctrine, training, planning, and ongoing and future 
operations. AAR should be conducted routinely and, for operations 
spanning several months or years, should form part of the battle rhythm.

 • Investigate incidents 
Incidents that could involve violations of IHL must be investigated 
according to national policy and military doctrine.32

Summary
Most of the harm inflicted on civilians in urban operations occurs during 
combat itself, where force may be applied in various forms. But commanders 
and subordinates have a range of means and methods of warfare at their 
disposal to avoid or mitigate civilian harm. The examples cited in this chapter 
are drawn from study of military practice and evidence from previous urban 
battles. Not all the examples will suit every context, but commanders are 
encouraged to study and discuss them with staff and subordinates in order 
to build a shared understanding of the choices available.

32 N. Lubell, J. Pejic and C. Simmons (2019).
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A COMMANDER’S CHECKLIST
Commanders should consider the following questions before the start of any 
operation:
1. Have all troops received LOAC training – both routine training and 

top-up training before combat – and have the latest lessons learned 
been incorporated into such training (e.g. as case studies or examples)?

2. Is there a shared understanding – across the force and partnered  
forces – of the importance of protecting civilians from the potential 
harm inflicted by urban combat?

3. Does the operational planning process at each level give due weight to 
human terrain? Do COAs reflect the human and physical (infrastructure) 
aspects of the urban environment? Have the likely civilian responses 
been considered in wargaming?

4. Are the targeting procedures for kinetic strikes compliant with the 
LOAC, practised and conducted as a reflex according to shared doctrine?

5. Have commanders at each level discussed with troops under their 
command the challenges they may face in combat, particularly as 
regards the protection and lawful treatment of those not or no longer 
taking part in hostilities?

6. In partnered operations, is there a shared understanding of the 
approach to protecting civilians and non-combatants, and a familiarity 
with the safeguards to ensure that the policy is implemented?

7. Is military legal advice available to the appropriate level of command 
and function, and has this been exercised to the point at which it has 
become a reflex?

8. Is there a common understanding across the force of the procedures for 
the lawful treatment of detainees, and are there safeguards in place to 
ensure that these procedures are followed rigorously?

9. Are there procedures for tracking civilian harm at each level of 
command, and are these procedures recognized, practised and 
implemented? Is there also a timely lessons-learned process to inform 
the approach to urban operations in future?

10. Is there a mechanism for reporting apparent violations of the LOAC? 
Does this mechanism reflect an understanding that reporting is both a 
legal obligation and the right thing to do?
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